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REPORT 2012/13
THE ENVIRONMENT FOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE

The overall objective of the EfD initiative is to support poverty alleviation and sustainable 
development through the increased use of environmental economics in the policy making 
process. The EfD initiative is a capacity building program in environmental economics, 
focusing on research, policy advice and teaching in Central America, China, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, South Africa and Tanzania

EfD
Environment for Development
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Natural resources and the environment is often mismanaged 

despite of 25 years of calls for sustainable development 

and the recent attention given to green growth. The 

mismanagement and resulting degradation is a major 

challenge in addressing poverty alleviation in a sustainable 

way. For developing countries to address these challenges 

there is a need for serious capacity – and the Paris 

Declaration makes it perfectly clear that if this capacity 

is to be effective it needs to be developed and utilized 

domestically. 

The Environment for Development initiative is designed in 

response to these challenges. It draws on more than 20 

years of capacity building in environmental economics and 

focuses on applied research to address the most pertinent 

poverty – environment issues. The research is then linked 

to policy interaction activities to strengthen the interface 

between research and policy making processes. 

So far, there are six EfD centers hosted by well-established 

academic institutions in China, Costa Rica (for Central 

America), Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa and Tanzania. The 

Research Fellows in these centers collaborate with an 

international network of researchers with institutional support 

from Resources for the Future (RFF), Washington DC, 

USA and University of Gothenburg in Sweden, which also 

hosts the EfD secretariat. The EfD Coordination Committee 

decided in 2012 that EfD will become an independent 

international organization and that it will be open for more 

centers to join. This process will be initiated during 2013. 

The intention is to build an institutional infrastructure that will 

efficiently channel funds to high quality applied research that 

efficiently supports important policy processes. 

In this report you will find examples from all the activities 

carried out within the EfD centers during 2012 and some 

of the plans we have for 2013. You will find evidence from 

our research and descriptions of our new collaborative 

research programs. All centers have contributed with their 

most successful policy interaction stories and you can find 

overviews of the academic capacity building programs. 

Finally, you will find lists of all the publications and projects 

that have been supported over the last year. 

Enjoy!
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Our vision is a green economy 
with sustainable economic growth  
founded on efficient management of 
ecosystems, natural resources  
and climate change impacts.
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Water fall in Costa Rica.

REsEARCH
Applied, policy relevant research is a core activity for the EfD initiative. Research is a critical 
input in a long-term strategy to reduce environmental degradation, eradicate poverty and 
to ensure sustainable use of natural resources. A major challenge in developing countries 
is, however, the lack of comprehensive research on environmental resource management 
and poverty alleviation which can inform national strategic plans and policies. Policymakers, 
farmers, donors, and others need research based information not only to design policies but 
also to evaluate their efficiency in reaching their objectives.

REsEARCH TOP OuTCOMEs 
A SummARy of EfD RESEARCh ouTComES 2012 in TERmS of PEER REviEWED jouRnAl ARTiClES:

Community members harvesting sea turtle eggs in 
ostional, Costa Rica

Chinese forest Zenebe Gebreegziabher, Research fellow showing a 
jatropha plant with leaves and fruits

 A KARi Katumani staff member shows a test plot to 
the participants of the AARC workshop

 South African penguins  The retired forest officer mr. mushi showing an EfDT 
researcher (not in the picture) the illegal harvesting of 
trees and timbering in maposeni forest Reserve in 
Songea, Tanzania

The EfD Central America/Research 

Program in Economics and Environment 

for Development in Central America 

published six papers in peer reviewed journals 

in 2012 based on previous projects. This year 

we completed three research projects and 

launched four new research initiatives for 

2012-2013. our purpose is to contribute to 

the design and evaluation of public policies 

and local institutional arrangements that affect 

environmental protection, sustainable natural 

resource management and poverty alleviation. 

We do this by strengthening understanding 

of the causes and consequences of human 

decisions. This understanding is a key input 

for policymaking and increases the interac-

tion between academia and policymakers in 

Central America.

EfD China/Environmental Economics

Program in China (EEPC) published eight

articles in peer reviewed journals in 2012. The

main research themes of these publications

are land use, natural resource management,

energy use models and taxation, behavioral

studies in household decision making, and

valuing the health risk of polluting behaviors.

for example, one study showed that the

auction approach in land use schemes can

be both practical and efficient in the Chinese

context. our research suggested potential

improvements to the auction process, through

increased heterogeneity across bids and lower

transaction costs by taking bids from aggrega-

tions of farmers. “Another study showed that

timber supply in China is projected to increase

slightly but that timber consumption is project-

ed to triple between 2008 and 2020, which will 

result in significant growth in timber imports.”

These results provide opportunities for im-

proved management of natural resources and 

for the large population that depends on them.

EfD Ethiopa/Environmental Economics 

Policy Forum (EEPFE) produced 12 pub-

lications, including 7 peer-reviewed articles. 

main research themes of the peer-reviewed 

articles include climate change, sustainable 

agriculture, behavioral economics, energy and 

forestry, and policy design. Key messages are 

that changing crops, followed by soil conserva-

tion and tree planting, are the most successful 

strategies for adaptation to climate change. 

findings also highlight the crucial role played 

by information provision in improving farmers’ 

decisions to adopt more productive and sus-

tainable strategies. Policy makers can enhance 

sustainable agricultural practices, including 

land conservation investments, by influencing 

factors such as land tenure security, plot size, 

and total farm holdings; investing in overall 

trust; and helping farmers plan over longer 

time horizons. This research contributes to 

sustainable development and poverty reduc-

tion by enhancing informed decision-making 

and identifying the factors that policy-makers 

can influence.

EfD Kenya 

natural Resources management and Climate 

Change reviews the important linkages between 

livelihoods and climate change, two of the 

greatest challenges currently facing many poor 

people and governments in Africa. The three 

volumes, comprising conference plenary papers, 

natural resources management papers, and 

climate change papers, illustrate that the issues 

at stake in sub-Saharan Africa are numerous and 

complex. The significant contribution of good 

management and the threats to sustainable de-

velopment in Africa are highlighted. The volumes 

also review the potentially devastating effects 

of climate change on poor populations. The 

EfD Center in Kenya (EfD-K) has been central in 

editing the three volumes. There is a clear mes-

sage: sustainability requires an integrated set of 

policies, not just environmental policy.

EfD South Africa/Environmental 

0Economics Policy Research Unit 

(EPRU) published 13 articles in peer-reviewed 

journals in 2012. for example, one was an 

analysis of the environmental problems posed 

by plastic shopping bags and the tax placed 

on them in South Africa. Another discussed 

the role of the Khomani San “bushmen” 

community in biodiversity conservation. A third 

considered conservation of African penguins 

in the context of ecotourism.  Several other 

research papers were published as discussion 

papers in 2012, pending publication in peer-

reviewed journals. These included a new 

approach to saving endangered gorillas from 

poaching, and an analysis of the complex 

relationship between abalone overharvesting 

and drug smuggling.  Details are in the 

“Publications” section of this report.

The EfD Tanzania published four peer 

reviewed articles about forestry in 2012. This 

research is important because, in a world of 

very restricted budgets for forest management 

and high levels of poverty and resource depen-

dence, a framework that adequately addresses 

the spatial costs and decisions that underlie 

extraction can identify patterns of policies that 

lead to improved forest quality results while 

addressing rural people’s welfare. 

Policymakers, farmers, 
donors, and others need 

research based information
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REsEARCH PROjECTs
All on-GoinG EfD RESEARCh PRojECTS (2012/2013) ARE 

liSTED in ThE PRojECT liST on PAGE 49
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in the 2012 EfD budget, SEK 3 million was allocated to the EfD research 

fund. This fund supported 38 individual research projects of various 

sizes across the six centers. following the increasing trend, some cen-

ters used this funding as seed money to crowd-in other funding. 

Research projects in 2012 focused on all the six EfD major themes: agri-

culture, climate change, fisheries, forestry, parks and wildlife, and policy 

design. however as can be seen from the figure below, a significant 

proportion of the projects dealt with forestry, climate change and policy 

design.

The 2012 EfD Central America’s seven research projects which were 

fully funded by the EfD focused on policy design, parks and wild life, and 

climate change. EfD China had four research projects focusing on policy 

design in the transport sector in China. following the extensive experi-

ence the research fellows of the center have on the topics, the focus of 

the 2012 research projects in EfD China has been on climate change 

and policy design. Eight projects were running in EfD Ethiopia in 2012 

focusing on agriculture, forestry and climate change for which funding 

was secured from EfD and other sources. EfD Kenya had five research 

projects running in 2012, two of which focused on household energy 

choice and conservation and two others on forestry and climate change 

respectively. These projects received full EfD funding and some of them 

involved collection of detailed household level data from rural Kenya 

which would be used for rigorous analysis on deforestation and land 

use. Researchers at EfD South Africa managed eight projects in 2012 

funded by EfD. Given the centers extensive experience in undertaking 

high quality research on climate change adaptation related research, 

which applies tools of behavioral and experimental economics, two of its 

projects in the calendar year focused on these topics.  in addition, the 

center ran six other projects focusing on the EfD parks and wildlife, and 

fisheries themes. following its demonstrated experience in research re-

lated to forestry, EfD Tanzania, among other projects, managed four on 

forestry. in addition, the center’s researchers were undertaking research 

related to productivity-enhancing technology adoption in the agricultural 

sector of Tanzania. 

EfD Research projects by theme 2012

PubLICATION sTRATEgy 

A key indicator of EfD success is of course the output in terms of 

publications. The figures   below provide a graphical summary of these 

outputs by publication type, while all references of all types of publica-

tions are presented by type and center in the Publications 2012 list on 

page 46. 

in terms of publication, 2012 has been a productive year for the whole 

EfD with a total of 45 peer-reviewed articles in international journals. in 

addition, 20 working papers and 4 books and book chapters have been 

produced. All in all, the figures show that the research and publication 

activity within the EfD network continues to grow. 

in cooperation with Resources for the future (Rff) in Washington DC 

we produce a discussion paper series. This EfD/Rff Discussion Papers 

Series is a very important part of the research, communication and 

publication strategy of EfD. it is expected that almost all of the research 

articles produced as EfD discussion papers go through an intensive 

peer reviewing process and get published in international journals which 

will improve the position of the network in terms of publication record 

of high quality relevant research. in 2012, the EfD appointed Professor 

Peter Berck of the university of California Berkeley who is experienced 

in editing reputable peer-reviewed international journals as the chief edi-

tor of the EfD Discussion paper series. As a result, the EfD is hoping to 

improve the quality of its research output further in the near future.

The total number of research output in 2012 is decomposed by center 

as presented in figure 3. it can be seen that, EfD South Africa took 

the lead in terms of the number of peer-reviewed journal article with 

13 articles. it was followed by EfD China and Central America which 

produced eight and seven journal articles respectively. The year in terms 

of research was remarkable with not only more publications compared 

to last year but also with publications which have been published in 

reputable top field journals.
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COLLAbORATIVE REsEARCH PROgRAMs
in order to increase the quality of policy relevant and informative research in the EfD countries, the 
EfD launched collaborative research programs in 2012. The main aim of these programs is to design 
and kick-off medium-sized relevant research programs involving a minimum of three EfD centers. 
it is believed that collaboration among researchers and research associates in the different centers 
provides a unique advantage to undertake policy relevant and high quality research through better 
access to data, complementary analytical skills by researchers in the different centers and better 
access to a large group of policy makers and stakeholders. With this aim, the EfD provides seed 
money which would be used to kick-off a research program and development of larger research 
programs for which funding is to be secured from other donors. The EfD research and coordination 
committee approved funding of around 1 million SEK to finance these collaborative programs. Below 
is a brief description of the active collaborative programs which kicked-off in 2012.

Adaptation to climate change in 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
The scientific literature on climate change doc-

uments that over the coming decades, global 

warming and changes in the pattern of rainfall 

driven by climate change will affect agricultural 

output significantly. Agriculture in developing 

countries in general and Sub-Saharan African 

agriculture in particular, where the capacity to 

adapt is limited will be affected adversely by the 

phenomenon. it would therefore be important 

to identify the drivers and impact of adapta-

tion to climate change in the agricultural sector 

of the region. in view of this, the main aims of 

this collaborative research programs are to: 

(i) investigate the impact of climate change on 

agricultural productivity, (ii) analyze the scope 

for adaptation for example in the form of crop 

choice, and the role of social networks, (iii) 

reveal the links between risk preference and 

decisions for adaptation, and (iv) investigate the 

factors that limit the adoption of productivity-

enhancing agricultural technologies. The 

research team is led by Professors Peter Berck 

of the university of California Berkeley and 

Salvatore Di falco of the university of Geneva 

and involves researchers from EfD Ethiopia, 

Tanzania, South Africa and Costa Rica. 

in order to kick-off the research process, the 

team conducted two workshops in 2012, one 

in Gothenburg february 2012, and another in 

Costa Rica november 2012 where the main 

approaches and data sources have been dis-

cussed. The team also managed to undertake 

documentation of relevant farm and district-

level data for analysis in the countries involved. 

The main research aspect to be conducted in 

2013 consists of experimental approach on the 

links between risk taking behavior and adapta-

tion to climate change by farmers in Africa and 

Costa Rica.  

The 2011/12 European Report on Development (ERD) 
focuses on managing water, energy and land for 
inclusive and sustainable growth – the case of lake 
naivasha. © European Commission 

Marine Protected Areas and 
Small-Scale Fishing Behavior: a 
Comparative Analysis between 
South Africa, Tanzania and Costa 
Rica 
By 2020, ten percent of coastal and marine 

areas have been agreed to be allocated to 

“marine Protected Areas (mPAs)” by signatories 

of the Rio Convention.  however, the progress 

in achieving the goal has been varying at differ-

ent countries with for instance countries such 

as the Republic of South Africa almost reaching 

the target. one major challenge in convert-

ing coastal areas to “Protected Areas” is the 

impact on livelihood of coastal communities in 

the form of lost or modified access to fishing 

grounds. it is therefore important to understand 

how small-scale fishermen respond to the pol-

icy. The main aim of this collaborative program 

is to investigate the potential impact of mPAs 

on the livelihoods of poor coastal communi-

ties and come up with viable policy advises 

to policy makers. The research team is led by 

Prof. jo Albers of the university of oregon and 

involves researchers in EfD Costa Rica, South 

Africa and Tanzania. 

in 2012, the collaborative program undertook 

a focus group interview in Costa Rica, and 

spatial modeling of fisheries using theoretical 

tools. The work is planned to extend in the 

coming few years with main activities of run-

ning comparable surveys during 2013 in the 

countries involved.     

 fisher with net

Optimal Pricing of Parks and 
Wildlife Resources in Eastern and 
Southern Africa
The optimal pricing of parks and wildlife 

resources in Eastern and Southern Africa is a 

collaborative research program focusing on 

designing of optimal pricing of parks in Eastern 

and Southern African countries. Given the fact 

that the region has the potential to gener-

ate significant amount of resources for the 

economy and the communities near the parks, 

investigating the possibilities of optimal pricing 

of park services is important. With this motiva-

tion, the collaborative program aims to design 

optimal pricing of park resources to achieve 

sustainable park management and to maximize 

the value of parks in Eastern and Southern 

Africa for a combination of parks and national 

interests.

The collaborative research program, which 

is led by senior professor Gardner Brown of 

the university of Washington, and Dr. Edwin 

muchapondwa of the university of Cape Town, 

involves researchers from EfD Ethiopia, Kenya, 

Tanzania, and South Africa, and research 

associates from the university of Gothen-

burg.  The team held its second workshop 

in hazyview, South Africa, in october 2012, 

which was attended by about 20 participants 

including representatives of the park agencies 

in Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, and 

uganda. The team is expected to undertake 

field surveys in the respective countries which 

will be used to conduct empirical research on 

the issue. 
 

Park Pricing Workshop Kruger national Park

The design and evaluation of 
forest tenure reforms
A number of developing countries introduced 

forest tenure reforms which have implications 

on ecosystem services, livelihoods of forest 

dependent communities, and new payment 

mechanisms. however, there have been 

almost no studies investigating the impact of 

the reforms. Through documentation of case 

studies from several countries, the collabora-

tive program aims to reveal empirical evidence 

which could be used to improve the design and 

outcomes of forest tenure reforms in develop-

ing countries with a particular focus on EfD 

countries. 

Professors Randy Bluffstone of Portland 

State university and Dr. Elizabeth Robinson 

of university of Reading lead the team and 

they involve researchers from EfD China, 

Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania. in june 2012, 

the research group conducted a workshop at 

the university of Gothenburg and discussed 

preliminary findings from individual research 

undertaken by research fellows involved.   

EfD field trip to Chinese forest

Household Energy demand 
household energy in developing countries 

is linked to indoor and outdoor air pollu-

tion (especially in relation to use of biomass 

fuels such as fuel wood and dung) as well as 

climate change (especially in relation to use 

of fossil fuels such as kerosene for cooking, 

lighting and heating). The use of energy and 

climate policy to address these issues requires 

knowledge on how households respond to 

changes in important variables such as prices 

and income. however, rigorous empirical 

studies that address these issues and make 

comparison across countries using compa-

rable methods and data are limited. 

With this motivation, the collaborative program 

on energy use in developing countries kicked-

off in 2012 to fill the existing knowledge gaps. 

A workshop on the subject was hosted by EfD- 

Ethiopia in feb. 23-24, 2012. The objectives 

of the workshop were to discuss: (1) the focus 

of the research, (2) alternative methodolo-

gies needed to deal with common issues and 

methodologies identified for comparison, and 

(3) the way forward including funding issues.  

Participants of the workshop agreed that the 

proposal to be developed would focus on the 

analysis of household energy demand and 

its implications for energy and climate policy 

and to make a comparison across countries in 

Africa (including Ethiopia, Kenya and Tan-

zania) and Asia (including China). There was 

an agreement to work towards developing a 

proposal taking into account the need to clearly 

identify a research gap in the area for each 

country involved and look for funding of a larger 

scale program on the subject.

A lady in Amhara region preparing manure for fuel
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it has been an important learning experience, not least for the research-

ers, that the policy interaction entails much more listening – affecting the 

research design – than dissemination of final results. The ambition within 

the EfD initiative is to increase the involvement even further in the analysis 

that lead to national policy documents. increased interaction is indeed 

underway, as illustrated by the outcomes from the consultative workshop 

organized by EfD Ethiopia, where the ministries of Water and Energy im-

mediately expressed will and commitment to collaborate. Another great 

example is found in Tanzania where EfDT are working directly with key 

policy makers and government institutions, among them the Planning 

Commission of the President´s office.

Similar progress has been made in EfD China considering for instance 

the forest sector and EfD Costa Rica regarding marine protected areas. 

EfD Kenya´s Director Dr. nyangena has delivered a keynote presentation 

at a Central Africa multinational workshop, discussing climate change 

and EfD South Africa have been working with government officials at all 

levels, from the Premier’s office to provincial and local governments, on 

issues as climate change and biodiversity preservation. A lot more has 

been done and some is presented here below.

REsEARCH POLICy INTERACTION
The EfD initiative is built on the premise that if relevant applied research is introduced in policy making 
processes, then this will result in improved policies and subsequently poverty reduction and a more 
sustainable development. The experiences over the last decades are that it is of utmost importance 
for policy impact that there is a close dialogue between researchers and policy makers/civil servants 
over an extended period. Below are some examples of successful policy interactions. 

Water fall in Costa Rica.

REsEARCH POLICy INTERACTION TOP OuTCOMEs 

marino Ballena national Park, Costa Rica Chinese forest Stakeholders’ meeting to discuss priority research and 
training needs, 3 may 2012 

EfD Kenya’s Director Dr. Wilfred nyangena A dragline in action on the site of coal mine dumps in the 
mpumalanga province. Photo David larsen

Group photo during the expert workshop held at Blue 
Pearl hotel in Dar es Salaam. EfDT team members: 
Elizabeth Robinson, john Ked mduma, Stephen Kirama 
and Salvatory macha. Policy makers: ms. Gladness A. 
mkamba, Assistant Director, forestry and Beekeeping 
Division -ministry of natural Resources and Tourism; Dr. 
Benjamin Peter ngatunga, Director General, Tanzania 
fisheries Research institute -ministry of livestock and 
fisheries Development; mr. Arnold mapinduzi, Senior 
Environmental management officer - The national 
Environment management Council (nEmC); ms. 
Amina Akida,  Principal forest officer – management 
information Systems,  ministry of natural Resources & 
Tourism; mr. humphrey muhand –Warden, marine Parks 
and Reserves of mafia island. 

EfD Central America has a longstanding 
policy interaction with SinAC (national System of 
Protected Areas), the agency within the ministry 
of Environment and Energy that oversees both 
marine and terrestrial protected areas in Costa 
Rica. The latest outcome, completed early in 2012 
by EfD-CA researchers, was a study on tariffs for 
the concession of non-core services in Corco-
vado and marino Ballena national Parks. This 
research is important because it provided the 
parks’ managers with a methodology to assess 
the cost for this type of concession. financial 
resources are needed for the sustainability of 
protected areas and, most importantly, to free up 
time so park rangers and other staff can be fully 
dedicated to their core responsibilities of protec-
tion and management rather than dealing with 
services that can be provided by a third party. 
Concessions also provide business opportunities 
for socio-environmental entrepreneurs and job 
creation in local communities.

EfD China has made many successful contribu-
tions in the forest sector of China. Beginning in 
2005, EfD China has been studying possible re-
form paths for the northeast state forest regions.  
funding from the World Bank, ford foundation, 
and EfD initiative has allowed researchers to 
conduct two rounds of comprehensive surveys in 
2005 and 2009 by considering data spanning the 
thirty year period between the 1980s and 2010s. 
in 2012, EfD China (EEPC) formed a research 
team consisting of jintao Xu, Xuemei jiang, Ping 
Qin, and haipeng Zhang that conducted rigorous 
analyses on data from the two rounds of surveys. 
They also organized a study tour in the uS for a 
senior delegation of the Chinese Society of forest 
Economics. in may 2012 a policy workshop was 
held in the Beijing World Bank office and sum-
marized the findings on state forest reform and 
management for six senior central government 
officials. 

EfD Ethiopia/ EEPFE organized a consultative 
stakeholder workshop in the second quarter of 
the year to identify and prioritize research needs 
of four of the main ministerial offices working on 
issues related to the environment and to assess 
training needs for future capacity-needs initia-
tives. The results of the workshop were used 
to frame EEPfE’s 2013 research activities, and 
helped EEPfE to focus on policy-relevant and 
pressing research issues. in fact, some govern-
ment organizations (e.g., the ministry of Water and 
Energy) have already expressed their willingness 
and commitment to collaborate with EEPfE in 
research on their priority areas, including partial 
funding of such research. in addition EEPfE 
organized three national workshops on climate 
change; impact and profitability of biofuels; and 
community forestry, climate change and REDD+. 
The purpose of these meetings was to discuss 
findings on these current issues with policy 
makers, academicians, implementers, and other 
stakeholders. 

EfD Kenya’s Director Dr. Wilfred nyangena 
delivered the keynote presentation, a synthesis of 
literature on climate change, at the workshop Re-
gional Strategic Analysis and Knowledge Support 
System for Eastern and Central Africa (ReSAKSS-
ECA), held a regional workshop on the 11th of 
june, 2012, on the theme, “Strategic Analysis to 
inform Agricultural Policy”.  

The workshop brought together fifty participants 
representing a wide range of agriculture and rural 
development stakeholders representing regional 
economic communities, the private sector, re-
searchers, development agencies, government ag-
riculture and related ministries, national statistical 
authorities, and civil society. The participants were 
from Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Ethiopia, Kenya, malawi, Rwanda, South Africa, 
Tanzania, uganda and Zambia, as well as the East 
African Community (EAC), the Common market for 
Eastern and Southern Africa (ComESA), and the 
nEPAD Planning and Coordinating Agency.

EfD South Africa/EPRU researchers have 
been working with government officials at all 
levels, from the Premier’s office to provincial and 
local governments, on such diverse issues as 
climate change, water conservation, biodiversity 
preservation, marine protection, and more.  An 
example of the interaction between research and 
policy is a project to apply the interdisciplinary 
ideas of behavioral economics to change everyday 
behavior about using water and other utilities. An-
other example is a research project that includes 
working with insurance companies and disaster 
preparedness agencies to develop products to 
allow poor people to prepare for the risks of severe 
weather.  A third example is providing expertise in 
an ongoing legal case dealing with the environ-
mental impacts of coal mining on poor farmwork-
ers.  These and other exciting research-policy 
collaborations are detailed in this report.

in the quest for sustainable development, EfD 
Tanzania has been consistently working to 
strengthen the research capacity in environmental 
economics at the Department of Economics. EfDT 
has extended its research interaction by involving 
key policy makers and government institutions. in 
its current initiatives, EfDT is working on several 
research and consultancy assignments mandated 
by the Planning Commission of the President’s 
office in Tanzania. one of these research works 
is entitled “Poverty and local ecosystems income 
generation using economic instruments for 
sustainable utilization of environmental resources: 
Case study – lake victoria Basin.” This important 
and timely research work is being undertaken by 
EfDT Researchers. it will fill in the knowledge gap 
on the extent to which local ecosystems-based 
initiatives can potentially be adopted for sustain-
able utilization of environmental resources in lake 
victoria Basin. The research work is undertaken 
in the regions bordering lake victoria, mwanza, 
Kagera and mara.
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former members of the Costa Rican Congress, 

ministers of the government of Costa Rica, 

and representatives from seven government 

agencies. There were also national and inter-

national representatives from eight nGos, five 

research institutions or universities, and two 

private corporations.

The central theme of the Policy Day was 

research and policy interactions in climate 

change, water, and conservation of natural 

resources. francisco Alpízar, the director of 

EfD-CA, celebrated the presence of a diverse 

group of people interested in moving forward 

research-based policymaking. “We are here 

to position EfD in the national context, to 

present developments in research that is rel-

evant for policy design and decision making, 

to identify key needs for research on issues 

around the theme of the day, and to facilitate 

a dialogue between researchers, policy mak-

ers, and stakeholders working on defining 

policies around these subjects,” said Alpízar. 

most importantly, he added, “we are here 

because we want to help and to hear from 

you about the issues on which you need our 

help; researchers at EfD can provide a small 

contribution to resolving some of the myriad 

issues we need to confront.”

After Alpízar’s opening remarks, jose joaquín 

Campos, the Director General of the Tropi-

cal Agriculture and higher Education Center 

(CATiE), gave a presentation about climate-

smart territories and stressed the opportuni-

ties for CATiE and EfD to support human 

well-being in latin America and the Carib-

bean. Campos praised the quality of work and 

accomplishments of EfD and wished for an 

even more productive, successful, and con-

solidated presence of EfD in the region. This 

presentation was followed by a talk by EfD di-

rector Gunnar Köhlin. Köhlin presented on The 

impact of international cooperation through 

EfD’s research and capacity building. one of 

his key messages was that, through capacity 

building, rigorous research, and communica-

tion of issues, EfD’s work around the world 

contributes to well-grounded environmental 

analysis. This analysis supports key national 

plans and policies, as he demonstrated with 

an extended list of examples. finally, the 

welcoming session closed with two presenta-

tions about cooperation to advance research 

and capacity building as part of South-South 

cooperation toward the “green economy.” 

one was by Sergio musmanni of the German 

Agency for international Cooperation (GiZ ) 

office in Costa Rica. The other was by Dr. yue 

Zhai, first Secretary for Science and Technol-

ogy, based at the embassy of the People’s 

Republic of China in Costa Rica, who gave his 

talk in Spanish.

The Policy Day continued with three plenary 

sessions. The first brought up the topic of op-

portunities for development: from adaptation 

and mitigation to climate change, starting with 

a presentation by Thomas Sterner. Sterner is 

Professor in the Department of Economics at 

the university of Gothenburg, an EfD Senior 

Research fellow, and visiting Chief Economist 

at the Environmental Defense fund (EDf). he 

spoke about policy options and political feasi-

bility in climate change and other environmental 

policies. Then, Álvaro umaña, a Senior Re-

search fellow at EfD-CA, talked about needed 

changes in international negotiations on climate 

change en route to a low carbon economy. he 

was followed by Celia harvey, vice President 

for Global Change and Ecosystem Services, 

Conservation international (Ci). Celia presented 

a newly launched collaboration between CATiE 

and Ci called Ecosystem-based Adaptation for 

Smallholder Subsistence and Coffee farming 

Communities in Central America: The CAS-

CADE Project.

The second session focused on challenges 

and opportunities for the green economy and 

conservation with two presentations. juan 

Robalino, another Senior Research fellow at 

EfD-CA, presented his work about impacts of 

conservation policies. After that, jorge mario 

Rodríguez Zúñiga, Executive Director of The 

national forestry financing fund (fonAfifo), 

talked about the future prospects for REDD+ 

and other Payment for Environmental Services 

(PES) schemes in Costa Rica. (The “plus” in 

REDD+ is for forest conservation, sustainable 

forest management, and the enhancement of 

carbon stocks.)

The last session on research and policy inter-

action on water and climate change consisted 

of three presentations. first, Róger madrigal, 

Research fellow at EfD-CA, showed the work 

the center is doing on adaptation to climate 

change and water governance. maureen Ball-

estero from the Global Water Partnership for 

Central America and former member of Con-

gress in Costa Rica talked about shaping and 

advocating for the political agenda on water. Dr. 

Darner mora, Director of the Blue flag Program 

and the national Water laboratory, institute of 

Aqueducts and Sewage (AyA), ended the ses-

sion with his presentation about the role of the 

AyA and its programs in water management.

The Policy Day was a cordial meeting full of 

exchanges between the speakers and the 

audience. for a moment, the participants were 

stranded under the colonial tile roof of the 

conference venue, which was at a distance 

from the restaurant where a delicious lunch 

was being served. The loud sound of the rain 

falling did not dim the lively discussions and 

enthusiastic questions between politicians, civil 

servants, and researchers alike. more than one 

person suggested that “this type of meeting 

should take place more often for all to learn and 

start speaking in the same language”.

The media was also present during the 

day and covered a lot of the issues being 

discussed. Several EfD researchers and other 

participants were interviewed by both local 

and international news reporters. To see the 

list of media coverage for the Policy Day, 

visit media coverage EfD in media on www.

efdinititaive.org.

jane mariara and Peter Kimuyu, Research fellows, 
Kenya

Participants in the 6th annual EfD meetingPanel discussion with Dr. Darner mora, Director of the Blue 
flag Program and the national Water laboratory, institute 
of Aqueducts and Sewage (AyA), maureen Ballestero, 
Global Water Partnership for Central America and former 
member of Congress in Costa Rica, Róger madrigal, 
Research fellow Central America and maría A. naranjo, 
Deputy Director and Research fellow, Central America.

THE EFD ANNuAL MEETINg 2012 IN COsTA RICA

Decisions and Discussions on 
Research
The highlight of the meeting this year was the 

establishment of EfD as an independent legal 

entity which will be governed by a board with 

representatives of the EfD centers. The Board 

will be the highest decision making body and 

will appoint the Research Committee and the 

Secretariat. “This is a historic moment!” said 

Gunnar Köhlin, Director of the Environment for 

Development (EfD) initiative, and a professor in 

the Department of Economics at the university 

of Gothenburg. “This will enable EfD to become 

a truly global organization, with the ambition of 

becoming the largest and most efficient organi-

zation to channel funds for research on environ-

mental economics in developing countries.”

The meeting opened with an enthusiastic 

welcome by Gunnar Köhlin, followed by wel-

coming remarks by francisco Alpízar, director 

of the EfD Central America Center (EfD-CA), 

based in Costa Rica. There were three keynote 

speeches and a panel discussion. The first 

keynote speech, by Ed Barbier of the university 

of Wyoming, was on Structural change, dual-

ism and economic development. The second, 

entitled measuring the impacts of environmen-

tal policies on the environment and the poor: 

protected areas and ecosystems services, was 

by Paul ferraro, from Georgia State university. 

lastly, Erin Sills of north Carolina State uni-

versity gave a presentation on understanding 

REDD: What and how can we learn from pilot 

projects? (REDD stands for Reduced Emissions 

from Deforestation and forest Degradation.)

in addition, there were several very informative 

presentations during the plenary session and 

the parallel sessions. These covered a series 

of issues, including interdisciplinary synthe-

sis research, adaptation to climate change, 

transportation and congestion, water use and 

pricing, and fisheries. All of these presentations 

were given by experts from around the world.

The next EfD Annual meeting will be held in 

South Africa in 2013.

EfD Policy Day at the Annual 
Meeting 
The Policy Day is becoming a tradition during 

EfD Annual meetings. This event serves as a 

stage for researchers, policymakers, and politi-

cians to interact around seminal policy-relevant 

issues to which EfD researchers can contrib-

ute. The 2012 Policy Day kickoff on october 

25 brought together more than 55 participants 

in Santo Domingo de heredia, Costa Rica. 

This invited group included both current and 

The 6th Annual Meeting of the Environment for Development (EfD) Initiative took place in La Fortuna, 

Costa Rica, between October 25 and 29, 2012. More than 70 people participated at the rendezvous this 

year, including researchers from all EfD centers around the world and their collaborators, as well as key 

stakeholders, to discuss and exchange research results from EfD projects, ideas, and proposals.

The 6th Annual meeting of the Environment for Development (EfD) initiative took place in la fortuna, Costa Rica, 
between october 25 and 29, 2012. more than 70 people participated.

jesper Stage, Research fellow, Sweden, Stephen 
Kirama, Research fellow, Tanzania, Sied hassen, 
Ph.D. Student, university of Gothenburg, moses ikiara 
Research fellow, Kenya

Adolf mkenda, Research fellow Tanzania, Thomas 
Sterner, Research fellow Sweden and mintewab Bezabih, 
Research Associate, Ethiopia

yonas Alem, Research fellow EfD-Ethiopia and EfD 
Research officer, Sweden; (back) jonathan Colmer, 
Ph.D. Student, london School of Economics; francisco 
Alpízar, Centre Director and Research fellow EfD-CA; 
(back) miguel Quiroga, universidad de Concepción; 
Simon Wagura, junior Research fellow EfD-Kenya and 
Ph.D. Student at the university of Gothenburg
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Alemu Mekonnen, EfD-Ethiopia and Thom-

as Sterner, EfD-Sweden, participated as 

resource persons and experts in a high-level 

seminar (Development Talks) at Sida in Stock-

holm Sept 17, 2012. The theme of the seminar 

was “After Rio +20; inclusive Green Growth for 

Sustainable development – lessons learned, 

next steps and implications for development 

and development cooperation”. mekonnen 

shared the experiences from Ethiopia’s work 

towards a green economy and presented and 

commented on Ethiopia’s Climate Resilient 

Green Economy (CRGE) strategy. mekonnen 

has acted as technical expert in the formula-

tion of the CRGE Strategy. Sterner presented 

more generally on the concept of Green 

Growth/Green Economy, and if there indeed 

are some new perspectives or implications 

following these concepts. 

The conference was well attended with 

more than 100 participants, from Sida, other 

Swedish ministries and agencies, Swed-

ish and international nGos, universities, civil 

society and the business sector. Besides the 

participation from Environment for Develop-

ment initiative and university of Gothenburg, 

the conference also included prominent 

speakers and resource persons from the 

World Resources institute, The World Bank, 

unEP, unDP Poverty-Environment initiative, 

iiED, Stockholm Environment institute, and 

Stockholm Resilience Centre. The conference 

was organized by Sida’s helpdesk for Environ-

ment and Climate Change, and moderated 

by its team leader and the EfD research fellow 

Anders Ekbom. 

Besides large participation the conference 

attained large exposure with webstreaming, 

publications and unique web-site presentation. 

This was facilitated in collaboration with Sida 

Partnership forum (SPf), Sida’s Communica-

tion Department, and Sida’s Department for 

Global Programs and the Environment and 

Climate Cluster. 

The rationale behind the conference is Sida’s 

and Sweden’s interest in Green Economy/

Green Growth as a possible route towards 

Sustainable development and a need to learn 

EFD POLICy ENgAgEMENT ON gREEN gROwTH: 
DEVELOPMENT TALk AT sIDA

 Alemu mekonnen at Sida Green Growth: Development Talk

more on the key components of the concept 

and what it can imply for Sida, Swedish and 

international development cooperation, and 

development in general. Sida observes that 

several initiatives have been created around this 

theme among key actors, globally and in de-

velopment cooperation, such as unEP, oECD 

DAC, World Bank, regional development banks, 

ilo, Poverty-Environment Partnership, iiED, 

World Resources institute, and Environment for 

Development initiative (EfD). The focus in these 

initiatives varies. The theme has given rise to 

intense debates about what Green Growth is, 

what it isn’t, and how it differs conceptually and 

in practice from other broad concepts that have 

guided the development policies in low-income 

countries. it has also attracted criticism among 

stakeholders, who believe that this may crowd 

out poverty reduction efforts, reduce the im-

portance of Poverty Reduction Strategies (PRS) 

and prevent poorer countries to formulate and 

follow their own development strategies. 

in view of this debate, the significance of the 

Rio +20 Conference for global development 

(including development cooperation), the 

conference speakers and panelists (includ-

ing mekonnen and Sterner) presented and 

discussed: what green economy is, initiatives 

that are underway (including Ethiopia’s CRGE 

Strategy), knowledge that has been generated, 

criticisms, and more specifically, how green 

economy/green growth is supposed to be put 

into practice. 

Another rationale behind the conference was 

the fact that Sida, over the years, has support-

ed several international actors which can offer 

important insights on Green Growth/Green 

Economy. Therefore Sida took the opportunity 

to gather this expertise and conduct the Devel-

opment Talks conference, and therefore learnt 

more about Green Growth/Green Economy 

and discussed implications for its own work 

ahead and next steps from the conclusions 

reached in the Rio+20 Conference. 

Questions which guided the discussions at 

the conference were: a) what was said at the 

Rio+20-meeting? b) What commitments were 

made regarding attaining Green Growth/Green 

economy?; c) What are the implications for 

development, and development cooperation in 

particular? d) What new initiatives are there to 

support, follow, and learn from?; e) What needs 

are there regarding new knowledge, and en-

hancing the research-policy interface? f) how 

can we transform economies and societies to 

implement Green Economy in practice? 

in light of these questions and issues, the pre-

sentations by Sterner and mekonnen were very 

well received and there was a large expressed 

interest in Ethiopia’s transformation towards 

climate-resilient green economy. 

other issues and questions which were dis-

cussed were: how can GG/GE be operational-

ized? What policy instruments can be useful? 

how can it be measured? how can progress be 

tracked? What are the main obstacles, issues to 

consider and potential goal conflicts linked with 

GG/GE? What are the links with poverty reduc-

tion and the risks of crowding out and failures of 

making it inclusive? What are the new/changed 

responsibilities – north-South as well as across 

ministries in low-income countries? 

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICs AND POLICy gROuP
To improve outreach of EfD research and identify opportunities to link to international policy processes EfD cooperates with the 

Environmental Economics and Policy group based at the Centre for environment and sustainability (Gmv) at Chalmers/university of 

Gothenburg. Gmv hosts Sida’s helpdesk for environment and climate change which has a strong network among donor agencies 

and international organizations like oECD, unDP and the World Bank.

During the year Gmv staff has coached and discussed how EfD centers can advance their policy engagement both via skype and 

during the EfD annual meeting in Costa Rica. The Gmv hosted Sida helpdesk is also an outlet for knowledge generated within 

EfD. for instance EfD research fellows provided input on sustainable agriculture that informed the helpdesk contribution to Sidas 

development of a new cooperation strategy with Zambia. 
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REsEARCH POLICy INTERACTION sTORIEs

“PEoPlE ExPECt payments for eco-

system services to improve lives. So, it 

is important to test whether the program 

does that or not. our findings show that, in so-

cioeconomic terms, people are not benefitting 

from this program, for example when it comes 

to employment, wages or poverty,” says EfD 

researcher juan Robalino.

Together with his EfD colleagues laura villalo-

bos, Catalina Sandoval, and francisco Alpizar, 

Robalino conducted a household survey that 

covers the whole country and, based on that, a 

study of the socioeconomic impact of Payments 

for Ecosystem Services.

The idea behind Payments for Ecosystem Ser-

vices is to compensate people who generate 

services such as leaving a forest untouched, 

leaving alone land that is already deforested so 

that forest can grow again, or planting trees and 

producing timber in a sustainable way. 

“ideally, people should be better off by provid-

ing forest ecosystem services or at least they 

shouldn’t be worse off,” says Robalino. “We 

found that they were no better off.”

The original purpose of payments for eco-

system services is to reduce deforestation. 

Conservation of forests means increased 

carbon sequestration or, in other words, stor-

age of carbon in order to avoid dangerous 

climate change. other benefits associated with 

forest conservation are biodiversity protection, 

watershed protection, and scenic beauty that 

can translate into ecotourism. 

however, with this program come restrictions 

on the use of land for agriculture. This in turn 

can affect wages and employment for local 

people. in fact, the EfD researchers show that 

unemployment increased and wages fell slightly 

2007-2009 due to the payments for ecosystem 

services program, but the impact was very small.

The impact on deforestation is also slight, ac-

cording to Robalino. ninety-seven percent of 

the forest land in Costa Rica enrolled within the 

program would not have been deforested even 

without the program during 2000-2005. 

“how much carbon the three percent of saved 

forest can capture is very difficult to measure 

because of the uncertainty about where the 

land would have been deforested, but this 

doesn´t mean the program is not worth the 

efforts. now we at least know that the program 

on average doesn´t hurt people.” 

yet, the outcomes of the program could 

improve with better targeting. An important 

conclusion from other EfD studies is the need 

for a combination of incentives that includes 

better targeting of landowners at high risk of 

deforesting their land.

EfD researchers have shown that a Payments for Ecosystem Services program had neither 
positive nor negative effects on people’s income or jobs. And, in the first three years of 
its implementation, the program had no effect on the deforestation rate. However, in the 

following five years, the program did slow down deforestation.

juan Robalino, Senior research fellow

Central America
Payments for Ecosystem Services—no positive 

effect on incomes and jobs

“Ideally, people should be better off by 
providing forest ecosystem services or at 

least they shouldn’t be worse off”

Grandson on small landholder farm that benefits from PES in Nicoya, Guanacaste
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R
EfoRm of StAtE foRESt 

regions in China is of particular 

interest to EfD.  Beginning in 2005, 

EfD China has been studying 

possible reform paths for the northeast state 

forest regions.  funding from the World Bank, 

ford foundation, and EfD initiatives has al-

lowed researchers to conduct two rounds of 

comprehensive surveys in 2005 and 2009 

by considering data spanning the thirty year 

period between 1980 and 2008.  The research 

focused on demonstrating the impact of local 

innovations on forest management and the live-

lihood of the forest workers and their families.  

in 2012, a research team consisting of jin-

tao Xu, Xuemei jiang, Ping Qin, and haipeng 

Zhang conducted analyses on data from the 

two rounds of surveys.  They also organized 

a study tour in the uS for a senior delegation 

of the Chinese Society of forest Economics, 

according to jintao Xu.  This was designed to 

enrich their understanding of the management of 

national forests with multiple goals.  A may 2012 

workshop held in the Beijing World Bank office 

summarized the findings for six senior central 

government officials, some of whom were sur-

prised by the results.

“our judgment is that the study tour and the 

workshop provided very innovative insights into 

the minds of the senior officials, which in the 

future will influence the way that the state for-

est reform is considered,” jintao Xu says.  The 

officials were presented with data from the multi-

year study that indicated it would be beneficial 

to redistribute management responsibilities be-

tween central and local governments and allow 

more localized decisions regarding reformation 

of state forest enterprises.  Those attending the 

workshop welcomed most of these ideas.  

“Reform of state forest regions in northeast 

China is important because of its historical 

significance in timber supply and forest manage-

ment structure. it is the political foundation of the 

central government forest administration,” says 

jintao Xu.  he explains that regional reforms will 

affect the efficiency of the affected enterprises 

and will also affect the reorganization of the cen-

tral forest authority, which complicates the issue. 

The complexities of restructuring have made it a 

hotly debated topic.  State forest reform is cur-

rently stalled due to the opposition of the central 

forestry authority, despite strong pressure from 

private enterprises and local governments. for 

this reason, Xu believes the EfD’s research is 

extremely relevant.  

The debates around state forest reform are fo-

cused on the division of responsibilities between 

central and local governments.  The survey 

data could assist the Central forest Authority in 

making an informed decision regarding these 

divisions in the context of national reform, while 

considering the national forest policies of other 

countries.

“Key messages resulting from the multi-year 

study include redistributing management 

responsibility between central and local gov-

ernments, and allowing localized decision on 

reforming state forest enterprises,” says jintao 

Xu.  if reforms are made, this could result in more 

local innovations, which would meet the urgent 

need to allow greater efficiency and economic 

viability.  This would support families and work-

ers living and working in state forest regions by 

providing local autonomy in making decisions 

on state forest enterprise reforms, including the 

tenure structure of state forests.

When asked about the influence of the collected 

data and what difference it has made, Xu said 

“We have helped people from the Central for-

est Authority realize that forest tenure dictates 

decision-making power.”  he believes that the 

research indicates that the central government 

should restrict its intervention and focus it in ar-

eas where it has true management capabilities, 

such as making a commitment to investment 

and monitoring, while regulating cost.

in terms of environment and development, Xu 

says that during the course of the research, the 

opinions of several of his colleagues’ minds were 

changed. “important Central forest Author-

ity officials agree that the central government 

should re-nationalize a small share of the whole 

forest area under the state forest category, 

leaving a large share of this category as local 

public forests under control of local government.  

The reform of local public forests should be the 

responsibility of local governments.”  

furthermore, the EfD researchers have sup-

ported innovation in the conversion of state 

forest enterprises to local government in the 

heilongjiang Province, the largest state forest 

province. This conversion was supported by 

establishing household based forest tenure, 

which has been advocated by EfD China since 

2005.  more individualized forest tenure is to be 

expected in the future.

jintao Xu considers the project a success due 

to the large amount of empirical research and 

data collection. The study tour afforded the 

team the opportunity to present their research to 

government officials and encourage reform.  Ad-

ditionally, the research conducted by Xu, jiang, 

Qin, and Zang has been cited twice in Science 

magazine.  

“Key messages resulting from the multi-year study include redistributing management 
responsibility between central and local governments, and allowing localized decision on 

reforming state forest enterprises,” says Jintao xu.

China
Possible reform paths for the northeast state 

forest regions

EfD members walking through a young forest in the 
province of yunnan

forest

REsEARCH POLICy INTERACTION sTORIEs
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In 2007, the un Special Rapporteur 

on the Right to food, jean Ziegler, 

said in a press briefing “it is a crime 

against humanity to convert agriculturally pro-

ductive soil into soil which produces foodstuffs 

that will be burned into biofuel.” he called for a 

five-year moratorium on biofuel production as 

the conversion of maize, wheat, and sugar into 

fuels was driving up the prices of food, land, 

and water.  other skeptics see the trend of 

biofuels investments as land grabbing by trans-

national corporations and foreign governments, 

and as the new scramble for Africa.

“it is imperative for researchers in a country like 

Ethiopia, with low income, food insecurity, and 

external sector imbalance, to undertake empiri-

cal research and provide evidence-based policy 

advice in this area where little is known,” says 

EfD researcher Zenebe Gebreegziabher.

The significant outcome of an assessment 

study conducted by EfD researchers is that 

biofuels investments can also have beneficial 

effects, especially when they involve technology 

transfers and when they are made on unutilized 

land, so that smallholders do not lose land.

The debate in Ethiopia, according to Gebreeg-

ziabher, is that some of the land that seems 

unutilized because it is not under cultivation 

might be in use, for example, as grazing land.

“no farmers are actually losing land used for 

food crops to biofuels production by firms,” 

explained Gebreegziabher. “But some firms 

are involved in contract farming, where farmers 

act as ‘out-growers’ and supply biofuel crops 

to firms. This has led to worries in Ethiopia that 

farmers may let more of their land to the firms, 

which in turn might threaten the farmers’ food 

security. There have also been worries that 

farmers are not getting good prices from the 

firms for the biofuels crops they grow through 

contract farming.”

Technology transfers can occur either informally 

or through conscious intervention, according to 

Gebreegziabher. The idea is that farmers will be 

employed in the newly established biofuels firms 

as farm laborers. The firms will then provide 

training to their employees on modern produc-

tion practices. Then, know-how gained from 

biofuels firms will naturally be used by farmers 

in their own food production. Alternatively, firms 

can engage in conscious technology trans-

fer. Some biofuels firms that are engaged in 

contractual farming agreements provide training 

to the farmers on how to grow the crops, e.g., 

seeding, weeding, pest control, and harvesting. 

finally, the nGos studied in this research are 

interested in biofuels as a community develop-

ment option, and are engaged in knowledge 

and technology transfer activities.

“our findings show that biofuel expansion can 

help improve economic growth if such invest-

ment generates technology transfer. Without 

knowledge transfer, however, the effect of 

biofuel investment on economic growth is negli-

gible,” says Gebreegziabher.

The findings from Ethiopia also show that 

biofuels investments can improve smallholder 

food security and increase household welfare, 

depending on the region. Production of both 

food cereals and cash crops increases in four 

of the seven scenarios investigated by the EfD 

team, but with some negative effects in two of 

these.

moreover, the analysis makes projections 

covering the period 2005-2020. These projec-

tions suggest that, when the biofuels sector 

operates at full scale, Ethiopia will be producing 

less export commodities (given the current land 

allocated for biofuels investment). The reduced 

production of traditional Ethiopian export com-

modities such as coffee, pulses, oilseed, fruits, 

vegetables and tea implies that the impact on 

the external sector, exports and imports, is 

negative. Biofuels expansion affects both the 

real exchange rate and production of export 

commodities.

in summary, biofuels expansion has both posi-

tive and negative impacts on Ethiopian small-

holder farmers depending on the region, or the 

agro-ecological zone. Smallholder farmers in 

areas where biofuels crops are located benefit, 

whereas farmers elsewhere are negatively 

impacted.

“Although biofuels expansion might have a neg-

ative effect on food production in some regions, 

the beneficial effects elsewhere outweigh the 

negative effects. overall it does not undermine 

the country’s food production or food security, 

but is instead pro-poor,” says Gebreegziabher.

Biofuels investments are new to the Ethiopian 

economy. Therefore, there was little public 

information available to EfD researchers in 

conducting this analysis. hence, the team 

collected and used data from 15 biofuels firms 

and two nGos, and formulated seven biofuels 

investment scenarios in different regions of 

Ethiopia. The data collection process wasn’t 

easy.  obtaining data from businesses required 

a lot of diplomacy and a number of revisits, 

according to Gebreegziabher. however, the use 

of actual firm-level data was a real strength of 

the study, according to an EfD collaborator who 

reviewed the work.

The survey also revealed that one company has 

started exporting biodiesel, and that local innova-

tions are being made, such as the invention of 

biodiesel stoves and biogas driven-vehicles. 

“This suggests that the sector could possibly 

be an avenue to reducing poverty and enhanc-

ing growth. however, the sector suffers from 

lack of appropriate institutional setup in terms 

of better regulatory framework and follow up, 

particularly at the regional level,” says Gebreeg-

ziabher.

The findings were presented to stakeholders 

from both governmental and non-governmental 

organizations at a workshop organized by 

the Environmental Economics Policy forum 

for Ethiopia on September 14, 2012, in Addis 

Ababa. The participants represented the minis-

try of Water and Energy (the Biofuels Develop-

ment and utilization Directorate), ministry of 

Agriculture (the natural Resources Director-

ate), ministry of industry, Ethiopian investment 

Agency, federal Environmental Protection 

Authority, regional energy agencies, firms/ 

investors, representatives of un agencies, and 

local nGos.

“As a researcher, it is extremely exciting to 

contribute in an area where there is indeed a 

knowledge gap. Ethiopia’s biofuels develop-

ment and utilization strategy is in the process 

of being revised, so our findings will be good 

inputs. The research-based knowledge can be 

applied in deciding where in the country biofu-

els investments can be promoted, and how to 

make the best out of them,” says Gebreegzi-

abher.

Gebreegziabher, Zenebe, Alemu mekonnen, Tadele 
ferede, fantu Guta, jörgen levin, Gunnar Köhlin, 
Tekie Alemu, and lars Bohlin. 2013. “The Distribu-
tive Effect and food Security implications of Biofuels 
investment in Ethiopia: A CGE Analysis.” Environment 
for Development Discussion Paper Series january 
2013. EfD DP 13-02.

Contrary to the notion that increased biofuels production will undermine the food security 
of developing countries, EfD research results show that it can increase production 

of both food cereals and cash crops in Ethiopia. However, the effects vary by region. 
Also, to be successful from a poverty reduction perspective, biofuels investments 

must be made on unutilized land. transfer of technology know-how from biofuel firms 
to farmers is also required.

Ethiopia
Biofuels increase incomes of poor, 

EfD Ethiopia study shows

Zenebe Gebreegziabher, Research fellow showing a jatropha plant with leaves and fruits
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this review was informed by the vulner-

ability of the poor and the marginalized 

to impacts of climate change. Thus, the 

review was meant to guide policy makers to 

target and implement effective adaptation initia-

tives. The study provided an assessment of the 

extent to which information from climate change 

studies is being integrated into development 

practice and decision making in agricultural 

activities in the ComESA region. 

Within the ComESA region, little is known 

about the research evidence available to inform 

policy formulation. moreover, it is not clear 

how the policy initiatives being implemented 

are informed by scientific evidence. There are 

relatively few studies on the extent of impacts 

of climate change or even the effectiveness of 

available adaptation strategies. There are even 

fewer studies on climate change mitigation. 

The existing studies are scattered in various 

sources; there is lack of a comprehensive syn-

thesis of the available knowledge.

The review has shown that climate change is 

already here with us and its effects are pre-

dicted to worsen, with serious implications on 

food security, income generation and livelihood 

systems. Evidence shows that there are very 

few peer reviewed papers by African scientists 

on almost any aspects of climate change, from 

social to scientific works. The majority of the 

work is by experts from elsewhere, an indica-

tion that either local capacity is lacking or there 

are no research funds or interest from local 

institutions. Studies on estimations and model-

ing of climate change have been done at a very 

high scale or at a global scale. These global 

models are unable to represent finite atmo-

spheric features that occur at local levels. yet, 

these smaller details can have a big impact on 

local climate, which is one reason the effects of 

climate change are expected to vary from one 

geographic location to the other.  Downscal-

ing climate models is critical as it can allow for 

examination of relatively small areas in detail - in 

some cases down to 25 square kilometers, a 

far higher resolution than that offered by global 

climate model simulations. Downscaled data 

can be used to develop more precise climate 

change adaptation plans. Without such data, 

this inadequacy results in high climate risks.

Governments have reacted by formulation of 

policies and strategies for dealing with climate 

change causes and impacts, both at national 

and regional levels, which is a good starting 

point. however, the main challenge lies in the 

implementation of the identified priorities, a 

step that remains largely unfulfilled due to 

financial, technical and even capacity con-

straints. Worse still is that the priority identifi-

cation may not be well embedded in science, 

given the paucity of precise information on 

climate change at a local scale.

EfD-Kenya fellows Wilfred Nyangena and Geophrey Sikei, were engaged in the review and 
synthesis of literature on climate change research in the COMESA region and how it has 

influenced policy. This was at the request of the Regional Strategic Analysis and Knowledge 
Support System for Eastern and Central Africa (ReSAKSS-ECA). Special focus was 

on the links between climate change, agriculture and food security.

Kenya
Climate Change Research 

in the ComESA region

A KARi Katumani staff member shows a test plot to the participants of the AARC workshop

Dr. Wilfred nyangena, Research fellow and 
Coordinator of EfD Kenya

Geophrey Sikei
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South Africa has very good mining 

legislation, but making it work has been a 

problem. mining can do a lot of environ-

mental damage, not just when it is happening, 

but once it has finished and the mine is closed. in 

2011, EfD researcher Anthony leiman was part 

of a small team who authored a discussion docu-

ment entitled financial Provisions for Rehabilita-

tion and Closure in mining Projects. The project 

was initiated by WWf in response to a perceived 

weakness in the application of the country’s 

mining legislation. The insights obtained from this 

source document were later used to assess the 

set-aside fund needed to ensure there would be 

enough money to mitigate post closure pollution 

from the lusthof mine. 

According to South Africa´s legislation, a trust 

fund or something similar has to exist before 

mining can begin. There is still a moratorium on 

coal mining in the area. The potential economic 

benefits of the proposed mining are apparent, 

since coal in this area is of good quality and 

close to the surface. Sadly, much of it lies under 

sensitive wetlands. 

 

“The two biggest problems are dust from old 

dumps, and water that seeps from old work-

ings. The rock has been exposed to air, and 

minerals in it, such as sulphur and arsenic, 

oxidise and dissolve in the rising waters. When 

this acidic and toxic water decants out of the 

mine, it flows into nearby rivers and poisons 

them,” says Anthony leiman.

Such problems often worsen over time as old 

mines flood. Such acid mine drainage is a 

serious and growing concern. Addressing it is 

costly, and only once the results are approved 

can a mine get a closure certificate. one result 

is that many mines simply don’t formally close: 

though operations cease, the mine is ostensibly 

open and is registered as such. The group’s 

research into this problem was later extended 

by Shaun hewittson, a master’s student super-

vised by leiman with help from EfD.

Current legislation requires that, before mining 

can commence at a new site, a fund has to 

be set up with sufficient money in place for 

mine closure to be effected. There is always a 

chance that the mine will prove a failure, so ini-

tially funds have to be in bank guarantees. But 

as mining proceeds and profits start flowing, a 

growing amount can be located in an interest 

earning fund. 

“The question that our team investigated was 

whether the rules of thumb widely used to 

estimate the initial set-aside fund have been 

underestimating the costs involved.  The final 

document was released to the public a few 

months ago, and as a result the team leader, 

my former student Dr. hugo van Zyl, and i 

were asked to give an opinion on the proposed 

lusthof colliery,” says leiman.

The proposed mine has a short life expectancy, 

roughly eight years, and has been heavily op-

posed by local activists as well as researchers. 

it also has significant support based on the 

growing local demand and rising price of good 

quality coal.

The Chrissiesmeer area in the mpumalanga 

Province is known as the lake District of South 

Africa. it is a very uncommon habitat in South 

Africa, a combination of grassland, wetland and 

lakes, and is a noted breeding site for many rare 

water birds. unfortunately, the mpumalanga 

Province, which is home to much of SA’s coal 

mining, has a history of serious environmental 

pollution, affecting both its human and wildlife 

populations. The proposed mine would provide 

short term profits, but the ongoing costs of miti-

gating its long term ecological costs needs to 

be estimated and their present value calculated.

 

The demand was for a combination of theoreti-

cal insights into mine closure costs with the 

available engineering estimates of the cost of 

the water treatment needed over the next 100 

years to prevent acidic drainage from the mine 

adversely affecting the mpumalanga lakes and 

wetlands. The aim was to give an honest esti-

mate as an input into the impact assessment 

so that the colliery owners and decision makers 

could put the short term gains and long term 

costs into a common context. The most likely 

scenario is that it will cost 69 426 855 ZAR, or 

about 9 million uS dollars at current exchange 

rates. (See table.)

“We tried to be completely objective in doing 

this, and to establish what it would cost to keep 

the water quality acceptable for 100 years after 

the mining was complete. Based on our esti-

mates, we made recommendations concerning 

the amount of money that the mine would need 

to set aside before they were allowed to begin 

mining,” says Anthony leiman.

The resulting document has been accepted 

and is now part of the impact assessment deci-

sion process currently under way.

See also: 

van Zyl, h.W., Bond-Smith, m., minter, T., 

Botha, m. and leiman, A. 2012. financial 

Provisions for Rehabilitation and Closure in 

South African mining: Discussion Document on 

Challenges and Recommended improvements. 

Report to the WWf. WWf, Cape Town.

Within the unique wetland area mpumalanga lake District lies the site of a proposed, 
and controversial, opencast coal mine, the lusthof colliery. It will require a preliminary 
‘set-aside’ of about 70 million South African rands (9 million USD) to fund maintenance 

of water quality in the area’s rivers and lakes for a hundred years after closure, EfD 
research shows. Such set-asides to meet mine closure costs are required by 

South Africa’s mining legislation.

South Africa
70 million ZAR fund needed to address 

post-closure pollution from proposed mine

A healthy lake in the Mpumalanga Province. Photo Paul Weinberg 

Present value of financial provision required

Most likely
scenario

(base case)

Sensitivity analysis for:

Discount rate Lower trust
management

costs

Higher trust
management

costs

2.50% R 93 794 399 R 89 988 622 R 96 849 525

3.50% R 69 426 855 R 66 695 898 R 71 666 784

5.00% R 48 840 666 R 47 017 086 R 50 388 579
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“We are fishermen by tradition. Bee-

keeping is not our area,” said a fisherman 

in one of Tanzania´s marine protected 

areas to EfD Tanzania researcher Stephen Ki-

rama, when he visited the park with his research 

colleagues.

“An important finding from the field is that 

we need to better address how to associate 

sustainability with poverty reduction. By talking 

with fishermen, we realize how enforcement 

of the restrictions in marine protected areas 

affects fishermen´s livelihood, and why they are 

so angry with the management of protected 

areas,” says Stephen Kirama.

fishermen are prevented from fishing in their 

traditional areas, and are supposed to fish in 

deep waters instead. Also, there are restrictions 

regarding the types of fishing gear, for example, 

concerning mesh size of fishing nets.

“Enforcement of restrictions, like confiscation of 

fishing gear, should come with a fair exchange 

to legal gear. fishermen are aware that restric-

tions are there for environmental purposes. The 

problem is that they still lack legal fishing gear, 

appropriate boats, and engines for deep sea 

fishing,” says Kirama. 

he explains that, while some fishermen have 

received fishing nets and boats from the 

government through the marine management 

programme, others have had their equipment 

confiscated. The limited funds for providing 

legal equipment have been used for those 

who heeded the call to form user groups. user 

groups allow communities to collectively manage 

resources in order to reduce the overuse of a 

common pool of resources.

“The key point is that the wider population is 

lacking the knowledge that environmental sus-

tainability can increase productivity, harvest, and 

income, and alleviate poverty,” says Kirama. “if 

people can see these links, they will understand 

that they are right now jeopardizing their own 

present and future.”

Since 2007, EfD Tanzania has conducted 

research in the marine protected areas of mafia, 

Tanga, mnazi Bay and Ruvuma Estuary marine 

Park (mBREmP). An equally important area 

for research policy interaction is agriculture. 

“Agriculture first” or “Kilimo Kwanza” in Kiswa-

hili is Tanzania´s most important current policy 

aimed at boosting agricultural productivity. 

EfD researcher Aloyce hepelwa is conducting 

research on subsidies on fertilizers and seeds to 

poor farmers.

“our observations in the field revealed that the 

fertilizer subsidy voucher covers only a quarter 

of the costs, since the price of fertilizer has gone 

up,” says Aloyce hepelwa. “moreover, subsidies 

are either not delivered to farmers, or they are 

delivered too late. They are not used as intended 

for maize and rice, and farmers are selling them 

instead of using them on their own land. in 

addition, the quality is not good. our recom-

mendation is to increase both the quality and the 

fertilizer subsidy value.”

This field research demonstrates how EfD as-

sociates can form a link between local com-

munities and policy outcomes, figuring out what 

does and doesn’t work. years of high quality 

research has brought EfD Tanzania to a new 

level of research policy interaction, according 

to Kirama and hepelwa. The research in recent 

years on marine protected areas, peri-urban for-

ests, REDD mitigation, and agriculture has been 

particularly important. 

now the government can approach EfD Tanza-

nia directly rather than going through the Depart-

ment of Economics as it has done in the past. 

one example is the assignment that EfD Tan-

zania received from the Planning Commission 

of the President’s office to analyze how policy 

documents in different sectors of the economy 

are addressing linkages between environmental 

sustainability, growth, and poverty, and to point 

out what is lacking. The report from sectors such 

as natural resources, agriculture, fishery, forestry, 

minerals, and energy were presented at the dis-

semination workshop in january, 2013.

“EfD Tanzania is conducting research that 

results in important information with policy 

implications. yet, this will not help anyone if the 

findings are not communicated. So this is why 

the Planning Commission decided to fund our 

outreach in 2012, through an experts’ policy 

meeting on forest and fisheries management, 

and through policy briefs that we are now 

finishing,” says Kirama. That meeting was held 

in may 2012.

When asked about successful ways for re-

searchers to approach policy, Kirama and he-

pelwa do not hesitate. “it is important to bring 

research to the areas that are the topics of the 

day and that are relevant to the problems facing 

our country,” says Kirama. “We must orient our 

research on current problems of Tanzania, invite 

policy makers, and make sure that our research 

is up to date and relevant for the policy issues 

of the moment,” added hepelwa.

An equally important element for success, 

underlined by Kirama and hepelwa, is that key 

players in the country´s decision making are 

members of EfD Tanzania’s policy board. for 

example, the Chairman of the EfD policy board 

is mr. Amon manyama, Assistant Resident Rep-

resentative at the united nations Development 

Program (unDP). in this initiative, EfD Tanza-

nia is undertaking a number of research and 

consultative works in the areas on Poverty En-

vironmental indicators and Public Expenditure 

Reviews on the environment and locally based 

ecosystems solutions. in addition, EfD Tanzania 

has also received some funding to facilitate dis-

semination in the areas of marine, fishery, and 

forestry resources, as well as agriculture.

A child was killed by bees from the new beehives. the fish in the new fishpond did not 
survive. these were two sad outcomes of the investments in alternative income sources 

for fishermen in marine protected areas in tanzania. field observations by EfD researchers 
were reported directly to policy makers at an experts’ policy meeting in 2012. An EfD review 
of how the country´s most important policy documents are addressing sustainable growth 
and poverty reduction was presented at the dissemination workshop in January, 2013.  the 
review will include a discussion of the outcomes, good and bad, of ongoing efforts to link 

poverty reduction with environmental protection.

tanzania
Poor fishermen and farmers lack benefits from 
government sustainable growth investments

What a catch! Stephen Kirama, EfD Tanzania Researcher admiring a nile Perch, popularly known by its Swahili name Sangara, 
at Kyamalange village on the shores of lake victoria. The species was introduced in lake victoria in the 1980s. This is one of the best 
known fish species in lake victoria, the one that has attracted fish processing industries along the shores of lake victoria in Tanzania, 
Kenya and uganda. it is also responsible for reducing the stock of indigenous fish species at lake victoria, such as Tilapia (Sato). 
fish catch is usually stored in ice-filled containers along the shores, waiting for the fish industry trucks for sorting and loading.

Stephen Kirama and Aloyce hepelwa
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The EfD academic capacity building component is designed to increase the synergies between 
existing academic programs in the academic host institutions and the EfD research and policy 
interaction. By instilling policy relevant research in the academic programs, EfD supports the 
development of capacity that can make a real difference as the students take office in government 
organizations. EfD is thus alleviating the shortage of trained environmental economists in developing 
countries by supporting undergraduate and postgraduate studies in environmental economics and by 
building the capacity of local public universities through teaching support, research grants, books and 
other support. linking research and policy interaction with graduate academic programs is one of the 
unique features of EfD.

Apart from research, EfD research fellows are teaching and supervising 

a number of undergraduate and postgraduate environmental econo-

mist students. Students are getting a chance to learn evidence based 

courses. in addition to teaching their university students, African EfD 

researchers are also assisting the African Economics Research Consor-

tium (AERC) postgraduate economics program by teaching environmen-

tal related courses. 

EfD research fellows mainly teach environmental economics, natural 

resource economics and environmental valuation courses. The table 

“Academic capacity building – number of courses 2012” summarizes 

number of courses taught in environmental economics, total number of 

students attending these courses and number of thesis supervised by 

EfD fellows at the respective center in 2012. When it comes to teach-

ing, Kenya stands out with almost 410 undergraduate students taking 

environmental economics courses along with 19 mA students. All 

centers are involved in PhD programs and there is also a close collabo-

ration between these programs and the specialization courses given 

at the Environmental Economics unit, university of Gothenburg. While 

the actual courses are the responsibilities of the academic institutions, 

EfD supports with theses grants and links and experiences to make the 

academic programs more grounded in research and policy work.

ACADEMIC CAPACITy buILDINg 

 Students at university of Capetown

Water fall in Costa Rica.

ACADEMIC CAPACITy buILDINg TOP OuTCOMEs

2012 lACEEP Course on Water and Climate Change 
Participants

Professor jintao Xu (third from left, row 1), Director 
of EfD China/EEPC, with PhD and master’s students 
on Graduation Day. Row 1: ying-ao Chen, hongfei 
jiang, jintao Xu, and Xiaoli hou. Row 2: yuanyuan 
yi, EfD research fellow, and Dr. Ping Qin, Deputy 
Director EfD China/EEPC.

Zenebe Gebreegziabher, Research Seminar Series 
at the Department of Economics in Addis Ababa 
university.

Rodney lunduka, jesper Stage, Calvin Atewamba 
and Gunnar Kohlin (front row l-R) were some of 
the trainers at the workshop Economic Analysis of 
Adaptation options to Climate Change

 

A student giving her view at Kerri Bricks field 
experiment on flood adaption strategies

mkruma hall in university of Dar es Salaam. in this 
unique building, students enjoy the clean air from 
the tall trees surrounding the university campus as a 
favorable place for studies.

EfD Central Amercia: Environmental 

and Resource Economics Training 

Course: “Water and Climate Change” The 

Water and Climate Change course examines 

the economics of climate change impacts and 

adaption with respect to a variety of water 

resources planning and policy issues, including 

infrastructure investment decisions, flood risks, 

health issues, pricing and demand manage-

ment, and decision-making. This course is part 

of lACEEP, a partner of the EfD-CA Center, 

and was taught by EfD Research Associate 

Dale Whittington (university of north Carolina 

at Chapel hill), michael hanemann (Arizona 

State university), and marc jeuland (Duke 

university). EfD-CA Research fellows Roger 

madrigal, juan Robalino, and josé jiménez 

were part of the guest faculty. Participants in 

this course came from all over latin America 

and met in CATiE, Costa Rica from july 23 to 

August 3.

EfD China/Environmental Economics 

Program in China (EEPC in 2012, the EfD 

Center China has been teaching a greater 

number of courses on environmental econom-

ics and economics, i.e., natural resource and 

environmental management, microeconomics, 

econometrics, quantitative methods in eco-

nomic analysis, etc. These courses are given 

to both undergraduate and graduate students, 

including both master’s and PhD students. Six 

research fellows are involved in this teaching. 

The EfD Center China in 2012 supervised one 

PhD dissertation on a forest-products market-

ing model, and two master’s theses on the 

performance of the forest processing industry 

in China and transport mode choice in Beijing. 

These students have finished their disserta-

tions and theses with distinction in the College 

of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, 

Peking university (PKu). 

EfD Ethiopia/The Environmental 

Economics Policy Forum (EEPFE) 

2012 was a successful year for the research 

seminar series held at the Department of Eco-

nomics in Addis Ababa university. This year 

alone, EEPfE hosted about eight seminars in 

collaboration with the department and the Ethi-

opian Strategic Support Programme ii at EDRi. 

The number of participants has been progres-

sively increasing due to extensive advertising. 

in addition, EEPfE research fellows gave both 

undergraduate and graduate level economics 

courses at Addis Ababa university, mekelle 

university, and hawassa university and 

supervised over 10 graduate thesis works on 

various topics. EEPfE has also continued book 

support and thesis grants to graduate students 

researching topics related to environmental 

economics. Building academic capacity is 

important in expanding the use of environmen-

tal economics tools in efforts to reduce poverty 

and achieve sustainable development.

EfD Kenya 

During the year 2012, Wilfred nyangena taught 

part two of the Environmental Economics course 

for the Collaborative PhD Programme (CPP) 

conducted by the African Economic Research 

Consortium (AERC) in nairobi. The programme 

brings together several Anglophone and franco-

phone students from Africa studying for doctoral 

degrees. The training has been critical in building 

capacity in the various countries represented. All 

12 candidates are writing their dissertations on 

environmental economics projects. They will be 

critical in teaching and working on environmental 

economics in their universities and governments 

upon completion.

EfD South Africa/Environmental 
Economics Policy Research Unit (EPRU)

EPRu research fellows teach environmental 

and resource economics courses in the School 

of Economics at the university of Cape Town. 

in addition, the fellows supervise master’s, 

Ph.D. and postdoctoral researchers. By the 

end of 2012, EPRu research fellows will have 

produced two Ph.D. candidates and 3 mas-

ter’s degree students.

EfD Tanzania 

EfDT continues to provide support for young 

researchers studying environmental and 

poverty related issues. most of the students 

need more scientific skills in analysing data. 

Thus, EfDT in collaboration with the Environ-

ment Economics unit of Gothenburg university 

conducted a Panel Data Econometrics Training 

Course to provide a fairly detailed introduction 

to the micro-econometric models often used 

to analyze panel data in applied economic 

research. The course focused on applica-

tions rather than proofs and derivations of the 

alternative estimators. The models presented 

both matrix approach and the approach 

without matrix notations. The participants to 

this course were graduate students, interested 

faculty members of the Economics Depart-

ment, and applied researchers from other 

departments and institutions. 
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CouRSES TAuGhT AT EfD

Central America 
Undergraduate courses

introduction to impact Evaluation, EARTh university

Graduate courses

Public Economics i, university of Costa Rica

Public Economics ii, university of Costa Rica

Quantitative methods, Graduate School CATiE Graduate School, 

CATiE

Environmental Economics and Ecotourism. interdisciplinary master 

in Environmental management and Recreation, university of Costa 

Rica.

Environmental Policy for a Changing World, Graduate School CATiE 

Graduate School, CATiE

China
Undergraduate courses 

Econometrics

intermediate microeconomics 

Environmental Economics

Economics Principles

Public Policy

Graduate courses 

Advanced Resource Economics

Environmental Economics

methods in Economic Analysis

Risk Analysis and management

Ethiopia 
Undergraduate courses 

natural resource and environmental economics

Graduate courses 

natural Resource Economics

Environmental valuation and Policy

Kenya
Undergraduate courses

Resource Economics

Environmental Economics

Graduate courses

Resource Economics

Environmental Economics

Environmental valuation and Policy

Research methodology 

South Africa 
Undergraduate courses

Environmental economics (honours courses)

Graduate courses

natural resource economics (master courses)

Environmental and resource economics module (master courses)

natural resource economics (Ph.D. courses

Tanzania 
Undergraduate courses 

Environmental and Resources Economics 

master courses

Environment Economics i

Environmental Economics ii

PHD PROgRAM IN CLIMATE ECONOMICs sTARTED 
AT THE uNIVERsITy OF gOTHENbuRg 

The Environmental Economics unit (EEu) at the university of Gothen-

burg offers a PhD program in Climate Economics which is intended to 

build analytic capacity in the area of climate economics in developing 

countries. This program is a continuation of the former Sida supported 

program but with a greater focus on climate change as the prime envi-

ronmental problem of our time. The PhD program is intended as a first 

step towards a more ambitious capacity building program in Climate 

Economics, spanning all EfD centers, and beyond.

The program had its first admission in September 2012, and seven PhD 

candidates where recruited from Bangladesh, China, Costa Rica, Ethio-

pia, india, Kenya and Tanzania.

The program builds on the past experiences of the PhD program in 

Environmental Economics. As before, the program includes one year 

of general economics courses, followed by one year of specialization 

courses and two and a half years of data collection and thesis writ-

ing. The new program is, however, even more ambitious with regards 

to the number of specialization courses. The program will now offer six 

specialization courses. in the fall of 2013 there will be two, integrated, 

courses on Environmental valuation and Behavioral Economics. This 

will be followed by a full Spring semester 2014 with courses on Climate 

modeling, natural Resource Economics and Climate Change Adaptation, 

Policy instruments for Environmental and Climate Economics and finally 

a course on micro Development Economics with applications on Adapta-

tion to Climate Change.

The objective of the program is to strengthen capacity in developing 

countries, and in particular the capacity to teach environmental and 

climate economics at university level and to establish a firm basis for 

research that can be used for policy advice.

This program leads to a PhD in economics – but it does more than that. 

We believe that climate, as many environmental issues, requires a proper 

grounding and collaboration with other disciplines and we will work in 

close collaboration with Physical Resource Theory at Chalmers Technical 

university and the international Beijer institute of Ecological Economics 

to give students a deep understanding of climate and energy issues from 

the viewpoint of the relevant natural science and technical aspects. The 

PhD candidates will also receive dedicated training in policy interaction 

from the Environmental Economics helpdesk. 

1 year PhD students on balcony
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sIX EFD CENTERs

for us at EfD Central America, the last five 

years have been amazing: exciting, challeng-

ing, and very successful. in this year’s report, 

allow us to take a look back at the main 

achievements of the past five years, and reflect 

on our strategy for the upcoming years.

With the establishment in 2007 of the Environ-

ment for Development Research Program for 

Central America, the practice of economics at 

CATiE took a sharp turn, moving away from a 

reactive, short term approach that was heavily 

dependent on short courses and consul-

tancies. instead, we adopted a long term 

perspective, centered on the research capacity 

of our staff.

five years later, our main achievement has 

been the consolidation of a dynamic research 

team, successful in terms of publications and 

research funding, and with strong international 

recognition. moreover, our team has enough 

resilience to meet the challenge of recruiting 

young researchers and preparing them to go 

out and pursue doctoral studies. in total, six 

members of our team have entered doctoral 

economics programs in top universities in 

Europe and the uSA. They all remained linked 

to our program, and two of them have now 

returned to work with us, assuming leading 

roles in research and project management. 

Another key element in securing a critical mass 

of researchers has been our visiting scholar 

program, which has attracted top notch 

researchers to our offices. Those colleagues 

remain linked through research and capac-

ity building long after their stay with us. our 

strategy for the future is to continue to grow in 

terms of research projects, in order to provide 

a suitable landing platform for the capacity we 

have helped create. Keeping our former col-

leagues closely linked to our program —both 

those pursuing doctoral studies and also se-

nior scholars who spend their sabbatical with 

us—is a key element of our strategy.

our second major achievement is closely re-

lated to the previous one: our funding strategy 

rests, daringly, almost entirely on sources that 

support research and capacity building. We 

have attracted the attention and interest of 

research funding institutions, and have com-

peted successfully for funds from foundations 

(e.g. the Tinker foundation and 3ei), multilateral 

agencies (e.g. the World Bank and the inter-

Development Bank), and bilateral donors (e.g. 

Sida and international Development Research 

Center, or “DRC”). Currently, our research 

portfolio is better funded and more stable, 

with a longer term perspective, than it was 

five years ago. Especially important, it is much 

more diversified. Additionally, we have secured 

continued funding to the latin American and 

Caribbean Environmental Economics Program 

(lACEEP). This program has earned a great 

reputation in latin America and worldwide, and 

has positioned CATiE as a point of reference 

on the subject of environmental economics. 

The synergies between our own research 

activities and lACEEP are enormous.

our third achievement comes from our interac-

tion with partners and associates. our efforts 

make sense only to the extent that research 

is designed for a particular decision maker, in 

response to a major problem for the region. 

We cannot assume that decision makers are 

passive agents awaiting our results. Their 

special knowledge should be incorporated into 

our research design, as they are both facilita-

tors and recipients of information generated by 

research. in recent years, we have managed to 

build learning partnerships with decision mak-

ers that have improved our research agenda 

on issues such as protected area manage-

ment, ecosystem services, public policy analy-

sis, impact evaluation, and water management, 

to name a few central areas of our work.

The challenge for the future is to maintain an 

upward trend in terms of research capacity, 

with a diversified portfolio of funding sources, 

always in close collaboration with the relevant 

decision makers. As new topics emerge 

(climate change and water, and management 

of marine ecosystems, to name the two latest), 

the need to secure technical capacity, funding 

and policy contacts to strategically approach 

these topics constantly creates new challeng-

es to our program. We look to the future full of 

confidence and a great feeling of adventure.

We thank all of you —funding partners, policy 

makers, colleagues everywhere— for trusting 

us and for being part of this fantastic journey.

francisco Alpízar maría A. naranjo

Director  Deputy Director

CENTRAL AMERICA 
MEssAgE FROM OuR CENTER DIRECTORs

maría A. naranjo, Deputy Director, and 
francisco Alpízar Director

Local researchers and staff 
Ph.D. francisco Alpízar
DIRECtoR AnD SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. Juan Robalino
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. Alvaro Umaña
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. leida mercado
RESEARCH ASSoCIAtE

Ph.D. Adriana Chacón
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. Róger madrigal
RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. milagro Saborío
RESEARCH fElloW

m.Sc. maría A. naranjo
DEPUty DIRECtoR AnD RESEARCH fElloW

mAlD Carlos l. muñoz Brenes
PolICy AnAlySt AnD RESEARCH fElloW

m.Sc. laura Villalobos
RESEARCH fElloW

m.Sc. Eugenia león
RESEARCH fElloW

BSc. Catalina Sandoval
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

BSc. tabaré Capitán
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

BSc. José f. Jiménez Pereira
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

mBA. Alberto Vargas
ADmInIStRAtIVE SUPPoRt

lizette Delgado
ADmInIStRAtIVE AnD SECREtARIAl SUPPoRt

Andrea Castro
SECREtARIAl SUPPoRt

monserrat Badilla
SECREtARIAl SUPPoRt

Domestic research associates
Ph.D. Raffaele Vignola
ASSoCIAtE RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. Pablo Imbach
ASSoCIAtE RESEARCH fElloW

International research associates
Ph.D. thomas Sterner
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW, SWEDEn

Ph.D. Allen Blackman
RESEARCH ASSoCIAtE, USA

Ph.D. Salvatore Di falco
RESEARCH ASSoCIAtE, ItAly

Ph.D. Peter martinsson
RESEARCH fElloW, SWEDEn

Ph.D. Jorge Rivera
RESEARCH ASSoCIAtE, USA

Ph.D. fredrik Carlsson
RESEARCH ASSoCIAtE, SWEDEn

Ph.D. Paul ferraro
RESEARCH ASSoCIAtE, USA

Anna nordén
RESEARCH ASSoCIAtE, SWEDEn

nETWoRKS

EfD-CA, together with other initiatives within the Research Program in 

Economics and Environment for Development in Central America at 

CATiE, has an extended list of national and international partners, which 

provide a wide range of network support to projects and initiatives 

around the core issues in research, policy advice, and training. This 

network has been built up throughout the years the center has been in 

operation. our goal is to solidify our current alliances and to broaden 

our network in order to achieve greater impact in Central America. 

EfD-CA staff will continue to collaborate with the latin American and 

Caribbean Environmental Economics Program (lACEEP).

our network with government agencies and universities is strengthen-

ing and continues to grow. We recently signed an agreement with Costa 

Rica´s national forestry financing fund (fonAfifo) which would allow us 

to continue our work on ecosystem services and payments schemes. We 

maintain our strong collaboration with Alexander Pfaff from the Sanford 

School of Public Policy at Duke university, which is working with EfD-CA 

on evaluation of impacts on protected areas in Costa Rica, mexico, and 

Brazil, with financial support from the inter-American Development Bank 

and the inter-American institute for Global Change Research. in addition, 

we are about to begin a new project with iDRC on climate change, com-

munities and water, which will include work with guest researcher Paul 

ferraro from Georgia State university.

The work on protected areas in Costa Rica continues to tackle issues 

of evaluation, financing, and decentralization of the provision of basic 

services, but is expanding by including institutional and policy analy-

sis of the impacts of climate change on biodiversity and ecosystem 

services provision; performance based payments for protecting turtles; 

and marine conservation policies and artisanal fishing. This is done in 

collaboration with the national System of Protected Areas (SinAC), the 

forever Costa Rica Association, the national meteorological institute, 

and the newly created office of the vice-minister for Water and Seas.

DonoRS AnD funDinG 

EfD Central America/Research Program in Economics and Environment 

for Development in Central America offers an attractive opportunity for 

institutions providing financial support for research and partners inter-

ested in our activities and innovative programmatic agenda.

We are grateful for the trust and support provided by donors and part-

ners during 2012:

•	 latin American and Caribbean Environmental Economics Program 

(lACEEP)

•	 The Tinker foundation

•	 international Development Research Centre (iDRC)

•	 Conservation international

•	 other sources of funding include The nature Conservancy, 

fonAfifo, inter-American Development Bank, and others.

•	 Swedish international Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) 

through the EfD initiative

Number of donors 5

List of Donors
Funding by donor 
during 2012

1) LACEEP (SIDA and IDRC) 18.8%

2) Tinker Foundation

3) IDRC (Water and climate 
change project)

4) Conservation International

5) Other via EfD 

4.7%

11.3%

2.0%

30.1%

Sida/EfD funding as share of total center 
budget (incl. univ. salaries)

33.3 %

list of donors EfD Center Central America

ConTACT uS

you are most welcome to contact the EfD Central America Center and 

the Research Program in Economics and Environment for Development:

EfD Central America

Programa iDEA

CATiE 7170, Turrialba 30501, Cartago, Costa Rica

Phone: +506 2558 2624

fAX: +506 2558 2625

Email: efd@catie.ac.cr

www.efdinitiative.org/central-america
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In China, many economic analyses point to 

the fact that policies for environmental protec-

tion, such as pollution control and emission re-

duction, have been undercut by over-emphasis 

on economic development goals at the local 

level.  on the natural resources side economic 

opportunity has been very much limited by 

fast expansion of government sponsored 

ecological programs. Examples of failures of 

government programs dealing with poverty 

reduction are abundant in the natural resource 

sector in particular, while the government is 

realizing the importance of sustainable devel-

opment and paying more attention to it. The 

Chinese government, in its newly promulgated 

Guideline of the “Twelfth five-year Plan (2011-

2015),” has addressed its strong determination 

and emphasis on clean, green technology and 

sustainable development, and ranked as no.1 

in clean energy investment globally, and will 

likely take the lead in the Green Race while 

maintaining a stable economic growth rate at 8 

percent in the coming years.

The Environmental Economics Program in 

China (EEPC) is a research program focus-

ing on applied policy research. in particular, 

it attempts to identify the areas of climate 

and environmental policy improvement and 

address the policy needs in conducting social 

and economic assessment of ongoing public 

programs. in recent years, most of the EEPC 

work focused on forest policy and reforming 

of the state forest sector and collective tenure 

system. These two themes have been of top 

priority on central government’s agenda and 

have merged into the broader national agenda 

of establishing a new countryside. EEPC’s 

other research arenas include water pricing 

policies, carbon sequestration monitoring, air 

pollution control and urban transportation, 

industrial enterprise behavior in pollution, etc. 

EEPC’s research has provided academia and 

the government agencies the most compre-

hensive information with regard to baseline 

situations in both state and collective forest 

sectors. it has been widely acknowledged that 

a lack of appropriate mechanisms and incen-

tives in the state forest sector underpins more 

severe poverty in forested areas and unsatis-

factory performance of forest resource con-

servation. forest tenure reform policies were 

launched in more than 20 Chinese provinces in  

2012. Policy recommendations made by EEPC 

researchers are influential during the reform 

process of China’s forest sectors. 

During 2012, EEPC has conducted rigor-

ous analyses on data from the two rounds of 

surveys on China’s collective forest sector, 

which were finished in 2006/2007 and 2011. 

They also organized a study tour in the uS for 

a senior delegation of the Chinese Society of 

forest Economics, which was designed to 

enrich their understanding of the management 

of national forests with multiple goals. in may 

2012 a workshop was held in the Beijing World 

Bank office and summarized the findings for 

the central government.

During 2012, a total of nine peer-reviewed 

publications were published in international 

journals. The main research themes of these 

publications were land use, natural resource 

management, energy use models and taxa-

tion, behavioral studies in household decision 

making, and valuing the health risk of polluting 

behaviors.

EEPC has devoted itself to graduate and 

undergraduate courses on environmental 

and natural resource economics at Peking 

university, and collaborated with international 

universities and institutions such as Resources 

for the future, university of California, Berke-

ley, and university of Gothenburg. As of 2012, 

EEPC has six faculty members including two 

professors and three assistant professors at 

Peking university and one associate professor 

at Renmin university.

jintao Xu

Director 

CHINA 
MEssAgE FROM OuR CENTER DIRECTOR

Professor jintao Xu, Director
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Local researchers and staff 
Professor Jintao xu
CooRDInAtoR AnD SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Dr. Ping Qin 
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW AnD DEPUty  

CooRDInAtoR

Professor Shiqiu Zhang
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Dr. Jianhua xu
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Dr. min Wang
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Dr. Haipeng Zhang 
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Dr. xuemei Jiang
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Dr. michael Bennett
VISItInG SCHolAR

yuanyuan yi
RESEARCH fElloW AnD CommUnICAtIon offICER

Jie li
RESEARCH fElloW

ling li
ADmInIStRAtIVE ASSIStAnt

Domestic research associates
Dr. Jing Cao
Department of Economics at Tsinghua university
Dr. Wanxin li
School of Public Policy and management at Tsinghua 
university and City university of hong Kong

International research associates
lunyu xie
Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Agricultural and 
Resource Economics at the university of California, 
Berkeley

Dr. Priscilla Cooke St. 
Clair of Pacific lutheran university
Professor Stein Holden 
of the Department of Economics and Resource man-
agement at the norwegian university of life Sciences
Professor thomas Sterner 
of the Department of Economics at the university of 

Gothenburg

Professor fredrik Carlsson 
of the Department of Economics at the university of 

Gothenburg

Dr. Gunnar Köhlin 
of the Department of Economics at the university of 
Gothenburg

nETWoRKS 

EEPC has close collaborations with a broad range of internal and international 
research networks, including the national natural Science foundation of China 
(nSfC) and our brother research institutes and universities such as the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences (for example, the Rural Development institute, 
http://rdi.cass.cn), the Chinese Academy of Sciences (for example, the Center 
for Chinese Agricultural Policy, www.ccap.org.cn), the Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences (for example, the institute of Environment and Sustainable 
Development in Agriculture, www.ieda.org.cn), the Chinese Academy of forestry 
Sciences (for example, the Research institute on forestry Policy and information, 
www.lyzc.org.cn/kxs.htm), Tsinghua university (www.tsinghua.edu.cn), City 
university of hong Kong (www.cityu.edu.hk), Renmin university of China (www.ruc.
edu.cn), Beijing forestry university (www.bjfu.edu.cn), Beijing normal university 
(www.bnu.edu.cn), the national School of Development (the former China Center 
for Economic Research of Peking university, www.nsd.edu.cn), the Center for 
Economic and Development Research of the State forest Administration, the 
Beijing Transportation Research Center, and so on.

internationally, EEPC’s research network embraces the entire EfD family, the World 
Bank, the ford foundation, the Rights and Resources initiative, forest Trend in 
the uS, the international institute for Environment and Development (iiED), unEP, 
unDP, EEPSEA (iDRC), the Environmental Defense fund, and universities such as 
the university of California, Berkeley, the norwegian university of life Sciences, the 
university of Gothenburg, Pacific lutheran university, the university of Rhode island, 
and so on.

DonoRS AnD funDinG 

During 2012, EEPC received both financial and organizational support from the EfD 
initiative, the World Bank, the State forest Administration of China, and the ministry 
of Environmental Protection (mEP).

During the six years since the founding of EEPC, we have also received extensive 
support from the ford foundation, forest Trend, the Rights and Resources Group, 
the international institute for Environment and Development (iiED), the international 
Development Research Center (iDRC), the national natural Sciences foundation of 
China (nSfC), and others.

number of donors 4

list of Donors funding by donor during 2012

1)     Environmental Development 
Centre of ministry of 
Environmental Protection

100,000

2)     State forestry Administration, 
P.R. China

3)    EfD

4)    World Bank

210,000

758,497

126,786

Sida/EfD funding as share of total center 
budget (incl. univ. salaries)

63 %

list of donors EfD Center China

ConTACT uS  

you are most welcome to contact EfD China/Environmental Economics 
Program in China (EEPC): 

EfD China 

Environmental Economics Program in China (EEPC)  

Peking university

Rm 101, Bao hu Sheng Wu Xue lou, Peking university, Beijing 100871, 

ChinA 

Phone: +86 10 62767657 

Email: eepc@pku.edu.cn 

www.efdinitiative.org/centers/china
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The Environmental Economics Policy 

forum for Ethiopia (EEPfE), based at the 

Ethiopian Development Research institute 

(EDRi), is one of six EfD (Environment for 

Development). 

These centers are coordinated through the 

Environmental Economics unit at the uni-

versity of Gothenburg in Sweden (where the 

EfD secretariat is based) with Resources for 

the future as a partner involved in research 

and publication of discussion paper and 

book series. EEPfE has the main objective 

of supporting sustainable development and 

poverty reduction through increased use of 

environmental economics in policy-making 

processes in Ethiopia. The forum works to 

achieve these goals through rigorous policy-

relevant research, policy interaction, and 

capacity building.

in 2012, EEPfE built on its previous achieve-

ments in research, policy, and capacity build-

ing. it conducted research on natural resource 

scarcity and household welfare in rural Ethio-

pia, common pool resource management and 

forest status, determinants of agro-forestry 

practices in Ethiopia, and profitability and 

economy-wide effects of biofuel investments 

(with focus on effects on greenhouse gas 

emissions and forests). The forum organized 

three workshops (on biofuels, climate change, 

and community forests and climate change), 

which were attended by a wide variety of 

people from federal and regional government 

offices, nGos, donors, embassies, universi-

ties, and research institutes. 

This year, EEPfE also organized a workshop to 

disseminate its work and to receive feedback 

on research and training areas. The train-

ing and research areas identified during this 

workshop are the basis for research proposals 

prepared for the forum’s work in 2013. EEPfE 

also provided in-service training to selected 

experts from federal and regional government 

offices. The forum also organized an interna-

tional workshop on collaborative research on 

energy in 2012.

in terms of fund raising, the forum has begun 

involvement in a research project financed by 

the World Bank, work that will continue into 

2013 and beyond. The forum is also in the 

process of negotiating co-funding and collab-

orative research with the ministry of Water and 

Energy of Ethiopia. 

The forum’s work in particular, and that of EfD 

in general, was introduced to participants at in-

ternational and national conferences and work-

shops held in Ethiopia, and at exhibitions and 

display sections where EEPfE staff participated.   

As before, the forum plans to continue its 

work on research, policy interaction, and 

capacity building over the coming years based 

on its experiences and achievements in the 

past. Details of the forum’s work during 2012 

(presented in this report for 2012) as well as 

other information about the forum can be 

found at www.efdinitiative.org/centers/ethiopia.

Alemu mekonnen

Director

ETHIOPIA 
MEssAgE FROM OuR CENTER DIRECTOR

Alemu mekonnen, Director 
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EfD Ethiopia/EEPfE Staff from left Zenebe Gebreegziabher, Samuel Abera, Rahel Deribe, 
Abebe Damte, Alemu mekonnen, Tadele ferede, fantu Guta, Tsehay Ataklt, and Zelealem 
Gebremedhin

Local researchers and staff
Ph.D. Alemu mekonnen
CEntER DIRECtoR AnD SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. Zenebe Gebreegziabher
DEPUty CEntER DIRECtoR AnD SEnIoR RESEARCH 
fElloW

Ph.D. tadele ferede
DEPUty CEntER DIRECtoR AnD SEnIoR RESEARCH 
fElloW

Ph.D. Abebe Damte
RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. fantu Guta
RESEARCH fElloW

Ph.D. Adane tuffa
RESEARCH fElloW

Ph. D. Sosina Bezu
RESEARCH fElloW

m.Sc. Rahel Deribe
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

m.Sc. Zelealem Ghebremedhin
PRoJECt mAnAGER

m.Sc. tsehay Ataklt
CommUnICAtIon offICER

m.Sc. Samuel Abera
DAtA mAnAGER

Domestic research associates
Ph.D. Gete Zeleke
WAtER AnD lAnD mAnAGEmEnt RESoURCE CEntER, 
EtHIoPIA

Ph.D. fitsum Hagos
IntERnAtIonAl WAtER mAnAGEmEnt InStItUtE, 
EtHIoPIA

Ph.D. Candidate, Demissie Damte
fACUlty of BUSInESS AnD EConomICS, tIlBURG 
UnIVERSIty, nEtHERlAnDS.

Ph.D. Berhanu Gebremedhin
IlRI, EtHIoPIA

International research associates
Ph.D. yonas Alem
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 
GotHEnBURG

Professor Stein Holden
noRWEGIAn UnIVERSIty of lIfE SCIEnCES, noRWAy

Professor Salvatore Di falco
lonDon SCHool of EConomICS, UnItED KInGDom 
AnD UnIVERSIty of GEnEVA, SWItZERlAnD 

Professor Randall Bluffstone
PoRtlAnD StAtE UnIVERSIty, USA

Ph.D. mintewab Bezabih
UnIVERSIty of PoRtSmoUtH, UnItED KInGDom

Ph.D. Klaus Deininger
tHE WoRlD BAnK

Ph.D. Candidate Haileselassie medhin
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 
GotHEnBURG

Ph.D. Hailemariam teklewold
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 
GotHEnBURG

Professor fredrik Carlsson
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 
GotHEnBURG

Professor Erwin Hendricus Bulte
tIlBURG UnIVERSIty, tHE nEtHERlAnDS

Professor Jesper Stage
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 
GotHEnBURG AnD mID-SWEDEn UnIVERSIty

PhD. menale Kassie
ConSUltAtIVE GRoUP on IntERnAtIonAl 
AGRICUltURAl RESEARCH (CGIAR), KEnyA

Professor Peter martinsson
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 
GotHEnBURG

Associate Professor Gunnar Kohlin
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 
GotHEnBURG

Ph.D. Dambala Gelo
UnIVERSIty of PREtoRIA, SoUtH AfRICA

nETWoRKS

To achieve its goal, EEPfE is working with different governmental and non-govern-
mental organizations, including the ministry of Agriculture (moA), Environmental Pro-
tection Authority (EPA), ministry of Water and Energy (mWE), African Climate Policy 
Center (ACPC), forum for Environment (ffE), Climate Change forum for Ethiopia, 
Sustainable land use forum (Sluf), and the international food Policy Research 

institute (ifPRi).

DonoRS AnD funDinG

Sida is the main funding agency for the EfD initiative. in 2012, additional funding 
was acquired for the research project on “impact of Bio-fuel investment on growth 
and poverty reduction in Ethiopia: Computable General Equilibrium Analysis” from 

formas.

number of donors 2

list of Donors funding by donor during 2012

SiDA 94 %

formas 6 %

Sida/EfD funding as share of total 

center budget (incl. univ. salaries) 94 %

list of donors EfD Ethiopia

ConTACT uS

you are most welcome to contact EfD Ethiopia/ Environmental Economics Policy 
forum for Ethiopia 

Environmental Economics Policy forum for Ethiopia (EEPfE)
Ethiopian Development Research institute (EDRi),
Blue Building, near national Stadium, South Wing
office numbers 401, 402, 408, 409, fourth floor
P.o. Box 2479, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Tel: +251-11-5506066/+251-11-5538632
fax: +251-11-5505588
Email: eepfe@ethionet.et
www.efdinitiative.org/centers/ethiopia
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It is my pleasure to present to you the 

2012 EfD-Kenya annual report. in this report, 

i will provide an update of some of the things 

we have “enjoyed” during the year. The year 

marked the first time that we operated in a 

university environment and a time that will see 

the EfD family embark on new directions and 

test new waters. Among the highlights of the 

past year is our shift from KiPPRA offices to 

the university of nairobi-School of Economics. 

i am particularly excited to be involved in the 

transition as our host, the university of nairobi, 

takes the centre stage in providing leadership 

in tackling serious policy challenges facing 

Kenya.  As a country, we need to tackle growing 

concerns about unsustainable development of 

natural resources, disastrous impact of climate 

change, food security, and other concerns. 

These issues demonstrate the need to provide 

an evidence base for economic policy deci-

sions. The essential requirements remain: sound 

economic research and competent researchers 

to achieve a permanent reduction in poverty and 

to bring shared prosperity to all Kenyans.

During the reporting year, and due to the pro-

tracted transition process, the program engaged 

in few research and policy related activities. no-

table activities for the year include: hosting the 

workshop on Economic Analysis of Adaptation 

options to Climate Change, held at maanzoni 

in machakos District. Around the world, many 

governments have started crafting adapta-

tion plans and policies to respond to climate 

change. however, many are still struggling to 

understand which policies and approaches are 

required to prepare effectively for an uncertain 

and potentially dangerous climate future. Since 

many governments are launching an endeavour 

that will continue for many decades, they are 

grappling with many questions. The workshop 

under the auspices of the African Adaptation 

Research Centres (AARC) initiative, with funding 

from iDRC Canada, brought together several 

participants from Anglophone and francophone 

Africa for a three day workshop to answer some 

of these questions. A number of EfD-K staff 

from the School of Economics and those from 

Gothenburg university attended the workshop.

in a similar vein, EfD-K staff led a team of 

researchers conducting an assessment of 

Green Economy Scoping Study for the ministry 

of Environment and mineral Resources and 

the united nations Environment Programme 

(unEP). The assessment included a diverse 

set of stakeholders, with consultation taking 

place in various parts of the country through-

out the assessment period. This culminated in 

a multi-stakeholder meeting in preparation for 

the Rio 20+ meeting in june 2012.

on the research front, a number of research 

projects were approved in the following areas: 

Climate Change, food Security and vulner-

ability; Energy Choice and Pricing; and Water 

Sector Reforms in Rural Kenya. following from 

this effort, the first half of 2013 will be a period 

of receiving feedback and preparation of dis-

cussion papers. We will be setting up several 

research meetings in the late spring to discuss 

these projects.

The research project between EfD-K and Re-

saKSS, initiated in the previous year, was also 

completed in 2012, with its focus on review-

ing all studies done in the region on climate 

change and food security and identifying the 

potential gaps and areas for further research. 

This work forms the basis of our policy interac-

tion report this year. We also engaged with the 

united nations Economic Commission for Af-

rica (unECA) in a research activity focusing on 

assessing the agricultural sector policies and 

climate change in Kenya: the nexus between 

climate change-related policies, research and 

practice. The year also saw the completion 

of the Action Plan for the national Climate 

Change Response Strategy (nCCRS).  

With regard to staff, the Centre lost it program 

officer, mr. Geophrey Sikei, to land o lakes 

inc., although he continues to serve EfD-K on a 

voluntary basis. his position has been taken up 

by ms. maimuna Kabatesi, who brings a wealth 

of experience and youthfulness into the centre.

We hope that you will find this report compre-

hensible, informative and interesting. your feed-

back regarding the information contained here 

will be highly appreciated. Enjoy your reading.

Wilfred nyangena, Ph.D.

Coordinator, EfD-Kenya.

kENyA
MEssAgE FROM OuR CENTER DIRECTORs

Wilfred nyangena, Coordinator

sIX EFD CENTERs

Local researchers and staff
Ph.D. Wilfred nyangena
CooRDInAtoR AnD RESEARCH fElloW

mSc. Geophrey Sikei 
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW/ PRoGRAm ASSIStAnt

mA. maimuna Kabatesi 
PRoGRAm ASSIStAnt/ASSIStAnt AnAlySt 

Domestic research associates
Ph.D. Paul Guthiga 
IntERnAtIonAl lIVEStoCK RESEARCH InStItUtE 

(IlRI)

Ph.D. Candidate, maurice ogada - 
IntERnAtIonAl lIVEStoCK RESEARCH InStItUtE 

(IlRI)

Ph.D. Candidate, John mutua, 
UnIVERSIty of nAIRoBI AnD EnERGy REGUlAtoRy 

CommISSIon of KEnyA 

Ph.D. James njogu
KEnyA WIlDlIfE SERVICES (KWS)

Ph.D. John omiti 
KIPPRA

Ph.D. Richard mulwa 
DEPARtmEnt of AGRICUltURE EConomICS, UnIVER-

SIty of nAIRoBI

Ph.D. Joseph onjala
InStItUtE of DEVEloPmEnt StUDIES (IDS), Uon

Ph.D. Candidate, fred owegi
WoRlD BAnK, AnD WAGEnInGEn UnIVERSIty

Ph.D. Peter Kimuyu
SCHool of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of nAIRoBI

Ph.D. Jane mariara 
SCHool of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of nAIRoBI

Ph.D. moses Ikiara
KIPPRA

International research associates
Ph.D. Candidate Simon Wagura
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of Go-

tHEnBURG

Ph.D. menale Kassies
CImmyt, nAIRoBI

Ph.D. Kofi Vondolia
UnEP, nAIRoBI

nETWoRKS

in order to effectively make an impact in its mandate, EfD-K has developed good 
working relationships with other regional and national research and policy oriented 
organizations in the country. it has gained considerable trust and credibility 
with both public and private institutions. it has a strong working relationship 
with reputable institutions in the country. These include national Environment 
management Authority (nEmA), Kenya institute for Public Policy Research and 
Analysis (KiPPRA), united nations Environment Programme (unEP), iCRAf, World 
Wildlife fund (WWf), Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS), the CGiAR centers (ilRi, 
CymmT), united nations Economic Commission for Africa (unECA), ministry of 
Environment and mineral Resources (mEmR), ministry of finance, and office of 

the Prime minister, among others.

DonoRS AnD funDinG

EfD Kenya is mainly supported by the Swedish international Development 

Cooperation Agency (Sida).

ConTACT uS

you are most welcome to contact the EfD Kenya center and the Kenya institute for 
Public Policy Research and Analysis (KiPPRA)

EfD Kenya
university of nairobi,
School of Economics
P.o. Box 30197, 00100 nairobi
nairobi, Kenya
Dr. Wilfred nyangena, Coordinator
E-mail: nyangena_wilfred@unobi.ac.ke
Tel. +254-20-318262
fax. +254-20-243046
www.efdinitiative.org/centers/kenya

maimuna Kabatesi Geophrey Sikei Peter Kimuyu jane mariara moses ikiara
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Over the past four years, EPRu has striven 

to produce policy-relevant research in areas 

important to South Africa: community-based 

wildlife conservation and poverty mitigation, 

climate change, coastal management, fisher-

ies, and sustainable and responsible invest-

ment. our close collaboration with the South 

African national Biodiversity institute, the 

Department of Agriculture, forestry and fish-

eries, the Water Research Commission, and 

the City of Cape Town are a few illustrations of 

our commitment.

in 2012, EPRu was again jointly coordinated 

by the Director (mare Sarr) and Research 

Convenor (jane Turpie). We continued to meet 

off-campus on a quarterly basis to discuss 

our research ideas and outputs, thrash out 

research problems, and discuss policy interac-

tion issues.  These interactions have been 

important in strengthening the group and 

improving research.

While endeavouring to develop and improve 

its policy interaction strategy EPRu has also 

been working hard toward diversifying its 

funding sources. in particular, the group made 

great strides during 2012 in becoming actively 

involved in two multidisciplinary groups that 

have recently formed at the university of Cape 

Town: the African Climate Change Develop-

ment initiative and Aquad’uCT (dealing with 

water issues), which will bring many oppor-

tunities for collaborative and policy-relevant 

research.  

EPRu is raising its research profile by turning 

important policy-relevant research into high-

quality academic papers. in the course of the 

year, EPRu fellows have published 14 articles 

in leading international and local peer-reviewed 

journals, as well as seven discussion papers. 

Two of our Senior Research fellows, Edwin 

muchapondwa and martine visser, together 

with their Ph.D. students have been particularly 

productive this year and deserve to be com-

mended and emulated. it is also a pleasure for 

me to congratulate five of our junior Research 

fellows who secured prestigious two-year 

scholarships funded by the Carnegie founda-

tion. in january 2012, we welcomed Anthony 

Black as a new Senior Research fellow.

finally, on behalf of all EPRu members, we 

would like to thank Sida for its continued 

support. our thanks extend to the coordina-

tion team of the EfD initiative for helping us 

build what we hope will soon become a centre 

of excellence in the area of natural resource 

management in southern Africa. 

Anthony leiman  &  jane Turpie

Director           Deputy Director

sOuTH AFRICA 
MEssAgE FROM OuR CENTER DIRECTORs

sIX EFD CENTERs

nETWoRKS 

EPRu has successfully worked with a number of local and national stakeholders on 

medium-sized projects, such as the South African national Parks in the wildlife sec-

tor, the Department of Water Affairs and forestry in the water sector, the Depart-

ment of Environmental Affairs and Tourism on marine and coastal management, 

and the City of Cape Town on air quality management and energy savings. in the 

next few years, EPRu plans to bid for larger research projects that will enhance col-

laboration among EPRu research fellows, with other researchers and, importantly, 

with key stakeholders.

DonoRS AnD funDinG 

in 2012, EPRu received funding from the School of Economics (university of Cape 

Town), the Swedish international Development Cooperation Agency (Sida), the 

Carnegie foundation, the fiscal and financial Commission, formas and CEEPA.

Number of funding institutions                     6  

List of funding institutions Funding  in 
ZAR

Share of total 
funding

UCT School of Economics 
(University Salaries) 3 141 120.00 45.8%

EfD 2 160 122.00 31.5%
Carnegie Scholarship (UCT 
School of Economics) 840 000.00 12.3%

Fiscal and Financial Commission 500 000.00 7.3%
Formas 169 835.00 2.5%
6) CEEPA 40 000.00 0.6%
TOTAL 6 851 077.00 100.0%

ConTACT uS

you are most welcome to contact EfD South Africa/Environmental-Economics 
Policy Research unit (EPRu):

Professor Anthony leiman 
Director, Environmental-Economics Policy Research unit (EPRu) 
office: +27 (0)21 650 2982
fax: +27 (0)21 650 2854
E-mail: anthony.leiman@uct.ac.za 

Dr. jane Turpie
Deputy Director, Environmental-Economics Policy Research unit (EPRu)
office:  +27 21 701 3420
E-mail: jane.turpie@uct.ac.za or jane@anchorenvironmental.co.za

university of Cape Town, School of Economics
Private Bag 7701
Rondebosch 
South Africa
www.efdinitiative.org/centers/south-africa

jane Turpie Deputy DirectoAnthony leiman, Director

Local Researchers and Staff 
Anthony leiman
DIRECtoR

Jane turpie
DEPUty DIRECtoR

Anthony Black
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW 
Edwin muchapondwa
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

mare Sarr
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

martine Visser
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Sunday Adewara
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Kerri Brick
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Johane Dikgang
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Reviva Hasson
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Esther Kimani
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Coretha Komba
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Grant Smith
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Sue Snynam
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Byela tibesigwa
JUnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

letitia Sullivan
ADmInIStRAtIon offICER

Domestic associates 
Stephanie Giamporcaro  
Precious Zikhali 
Harald Winkler 
Andrew marquard

International associates
thomas Sterner
Åsa löfgren
Gunnar Köhlin
Wisdom Akpalu
mintewab Bezabih
Andrea mannberg

EfD South Africa Center Staff 2012 
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Tanzania has recently discovered huge 

deposits of natural gas, both offshore and 

inshore. The country is therefore geared to 

the energy economy. At this time, more than 

ever before, we need to take a leading role in 

policy advice and dissemination activities on 

the best way of making use of these and other 

natural resources for the livelihood of the rural 

community. As academicians and research-

ers, we need to be more conscious of the task 

at hand to protect our environment and the 

economy. The health of Tanzanian society go-

ing forward depends upon the country’s ability 

to care for the environment and all that live in 

it, to provide resources and opportunities for 

all members to work and make meaningful 

contributions, to resolve biodiversity deg-

radation and deforestation, and to reduce 

poverty and inequalities. it is important that 

the country’s resources are properly exploited 

and managed so that the country can outgrow 

its dependence on fossil fuel resources and 

diversify its economic activity. An important 

challenge to policy makers is to find ways to 

do this. if natural resource revenue is man-

aged well, it can educate, heal, and provide 

jobs for the people. To accomplish these 

goals, we at EfDT, in collaboration with other 

researchers, need to take a leading role in 

research and policy advice 

many organizations, agencies, and research 

centers are in the process of addressing these 

challenges, and we are pleased to be working 

closely with a number of experts and research-

ers from all segments. The task of preparing 

environmental economists and researchers 

to perform proficient research within these 

various settings is a responsibility that we take 

seriously and fully embrace at EfDT. 

Through the Department of Economics, we 

have developed viable curricular programs that 

provide insights into a wide range of profes-

sional settings where researchers and other 

experts are doing important work. By providing 

better information about the ways that eco-

nomics and environmental skills are employed 

in various settings, we help our graduate and 

junior researchers make decisions with greater 

confidence regarding their own career choices 

and pursuits. This is beneficial to the individual 

junior researcher, valuable to the organizations 

that employ them, and, in an overall sense, 

helpful to society for the way it assures the re-

duction of poverty with study that is meaning-

ful, sustaining, and necessary.

finally, i would like reiterate my earlier call for 

more collaboration from local and international 

donors to join the center’s effort in building 

capacity in the areas of research in environ-

ment and natural resources economics, as 

well as poverty and policy. We look forward 

to working with you, whether as collaborator, 

partner, consultant, or associate in prospective 

research and capacity building. Please make 

use of the many resources and the expertise of 

the EfDT initiative to develop new collaborative 

research on themes that align the reduction of 

poverty with a healthy environment for better 

livelihoods. 

Razack B. lokina (PhD). 

Director EfD Tanzania

TANZANIA 
MEssAgE FROM OuR CENTER DIRECTOR

sIX EFD CENTERs

Razack B. lokina, Director 

Local Researchers and Staff
Razack Bakari lokina (PhD)
SEnIoR lECtURER, DIRECtoR AnD SEnIoR RE-
SEARCH fElloW

John K. mduma (PhD)
SEnIoR lECtURER AnD SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Adolf faustine mkenda (PhD)
SEnIoR lECtURER AnD SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

Aloyce Hepelwa ( PhD)
lECtURER AnD SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW 

Wilhelm ngasamiaku
ASSIStAnt lECtURER AnD RESEARCH fElloW (PHD 
StUDEnt).

onesmo Selejio
ASSIStAnt lECtURER AnD RESEARCH fElloW (PHD 
StUDEnt).

Salvatory macha
PRoJECt ADmInIStRAtoR

Stephen Kirama
ASSIStAnt lECtURER AnD RESEARCH fElloW (PHD 

StUDEnt)

Amosi mutanaga
ACCoUntAnt

Domestic research associates
Professor Asmerom Kidane
UnIVERSIty of DAR ES SAlAAm

Godius Kahyarara (PhD)
SEnIoR lECtURER DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS 
UnIVERSIty of DA ES SAlAAm 

International research associates
Professor Heidi J. Albers
oREGon StAtE UnIVERSIty

Associate Professor
Elizabeth J.Z. Robinson
UnIVERSIty of GotHEnBURG

Associate Professor Gunnar Kohlin
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 
GotHEnBURG 

Professor thomas Sterner
SEnIoR RESEARCH fElloW

mark Purdon (PhD)
DEPARtmEnt of PolItICAl SCIEnCE 
At tHE UnIVERSIty of toRonto 

Professor Jesper Stage
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, 
UnIVERSIty of GotHEnBURG 

Associate Professor Håkan Eggert 
DEPARtmEnt of EConomICS, UnIVERSIty of 

GotHEnBURG

nETWoRKS

The EfD Tanzania center has been working with the international agencies, 

government departments, and nongovernmental organizations on policy issues. our 

closest association is with the Environment Division of the vice President’s office. 

This is the unit that is responsible for coordinating environmental management for the 

improvement of the welfare of Tanzanians. http://www.vpo.go.tz/

EfDT researches works with ifPRi to seek sustainable solutions for ending 

hunger and poverty. We also work together to understand the economics of land 

degradation. Recently the discussion paper titled “The Supply of inorganic fertilizers 

to Smallholder farmers in Tanzania, Evidence for fertilizer Policy Development” was 

published, http://www.ifpri.org/ 

The center has drawn the policy board member from the following ministries: minister 

for finance ministry of natural Resources and Tourism, and the national Environment 

management Council (nEmC) these governmental sectors are important for 

networking especially in the question of prioritising the research themes.

The center continues to work with The Tanzania forest Conservation Group (TfCG) 

and the institute of Resource Assessments and has formed a REDD task force that 

collaborate with the center on some issues. 

DonoRS AnD funDinG

We sincerely thank the Swedish international Development Cooperation Agency 

(Sida), through the EfD initiative based at the unit of Environmental Economics at 

Gothenburg university, for their continuing core support. We also thank the university 

of Dar es Salaam and the Department of Economics, in particular in the area of office 

space and facilities. We further extend appreciation to unEP, to the President’s office 

- Planning Commission, and to the ministry of finance - Poverty Eradication Division, 

for the support of center activities.

EfD Tanzania welcome donors and partners interested in supporting our center 

activities, especially on the issues related to environmental economics and poverty, 

as well as supporting training and policy workshops

number of donors 4

list of Donors funding by Donor during 2012

1) university of Dar es Salaam  4%

2) unEP/President office – Planning Commission (Po-PC) 30%

3) ministry of finance Poverty Eradication Division  2%

4) Sida/EfD funding as share of total center budget 

(incl. univ. salaries) 64%

list of donors EfD Tanzania

ConTACT uS

you are most welcome to contact EfD Tanzania: 

EfD Tanzania 

Economics Department university of Dar es Salaam 

CASS Tower Block 3rd floor 

P.o. Box 35045

Phone: +255 22 2410162 or +255 22 2410252

fax: 255 22 2410162

Email: efdt@udsm.ac.tz

www.efdinitiative.org/centers/tanzania
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NEw PARTNER 2012 – uNIVERsIDAD DE CONCEPCíON

miguel Quiroga, Carlos Chávez and jorge Dresdner at universidad de Concepcíon. 

“We are proud to become partners of the EfD 

family, and plan to work hard to increase and 

improve our research efforts in partnerships 

with the EfD Centers. on behalf of my col-

leagues, who collaborate as researchers in our 

nucleus, i would like to thank the EfD Coor-

dination Committee for accepting us an EfD 

partner, says Carlos Chavez, Director of the 

Research nucleus on Environmental and natu-

ral Resource Economics (nEnRE), Department 

of Economics, university of Concepcion.

The Research nucleus on Environmental and 

natural Resource Economics – universidad de 

Concepción, is a research group supported 

by the millennium Social Sciences initiative, 

ministry of Economics, Promotion and Tourism, 

Government of Chile. it is a unique small core 

of seven researchers. The research group´s aim 

is to conduct research to produce high quality 

scientific knowledge to help shape sound poli-

cies to protect the environment and achieve a 

sustainable use of natural resources. nEnRE 

conduct theoretical and empirical research 

primarily motivated by policy relevant problems/

questions and has 20 years of experience to 

share as providers of graduate level training 

to latin American students. nEnRE  has a 

network of more than 70 international students 

graduated from the master Program are all 

around the world and we actively collaborate 

with colleagues based in other universities and 

research centers in latin America, uSA and 

Europe, says Carlos Chavez.

“We are very happy to include Concepcion as 

an EfD partner. Concepcion has a very strong 

group of environmental economists and the 

best graduate program in environmental and 

resource economics in latin America. We 

are excited about the prospects of synergies 

between the Concepcion nucleus and our EfD 

centers,” says Gunnar Köhlin.

organizations that have active collabora-

tion with EfD can become partners to EfD. A 

partnership is a platform to establish closer 

working relationships with other EfD partners. 

in the future, partnership can be used as a first 

step towards membership.

EfD CooRDinATion 
CommiTTEE 

A coordination committee is in place to oversee 

the overall planning and organization of the 

EfD initiative. it consists of the Directors/Coor-

dinators from all six centers, the EfD Director 

and the Chair of the EfD Research Review 

Committee. Also the Research officer, the 

Communication officer and the Program officer 

are attending the meeting, but have no vote. 

The Coordination Committee convenes twice 

a year, during the EfD Annual meeting and the 

European or World Environmental Economics 

Congress. During 2012 this meant a meeting 

in Gothenburg in june and during the annual 

meeting in Costa Rica in late october. During 

these meetings issues regarding sustainability 

and collaborative research were particularly 

discussed. 

EfD RESEARCh 
CommiTTEE 

A research committee is also in place and 

part of the EfD secretariat. The committee is 

headed by Professor Thomas Sterner. Also 

the research officer, yonas Alem, EfD director, 

Gunnar Köhlin and the head of EEu´s policy 

advisors, Anders Ekbom, are members of the 

research committee. 

The Research officer is coordinating the 

research review process by screening propos-

als to verify that they are prepared in accor-

dance with the research project guideline. 

All screened projects will be sent to external 

reviewers. The reviewers will evaluate the 

proposals based on their policy, scientific and 

technical merits (methods and techniques, 

innovation; academic significance; policy rele-

vance; and whether outputs are clearly defined 

and are realistic and attainable in the given 

time frame). The reviews are compiled by the 

Research officer and discussed by the EfD Re-

search Committee that prioritizes the proposals 

and proposes revisions. The proposals are also 

discussed at the annual meeting. The overall 

balance between countries and themes, as 

well as synergies between centers is discussed 

by the coordination committee. The Research 

Committee decides on the final approval of 

projects to be included in the 2013 plan.

EfD SECRETARiAT 

The EfD secretariat is the administrative hub 

of the EfD centers. The secretariat serves the 

EfD centers with research, communication, 

core administrative and financial administrative 

support and as a networking support to help 

share experiences between the EfD centers 

and other relevant actors. The secretariat is 

hosted by the Environmental Economics unit, 

university of Gothenburg, and comprise of: 

Gunnar Köhlin, EfD Director 

yonas Alem, EfD Research Coordinator

Karin Backteman, Communications officer 

Karin jonson, Program officer  

mona jönefors and Selma oliveira, financial 

Administrators  

Anders Ekbom, head of Gmv’s Environmental 

Economics and Policy group 

Thomas Sterner, head of the Environmental 

Economics unit, university of Gothenburg  and 

Chair of EfD Research Committee 

ConTACT

info@efdinitiative.org 

Environmental Economics unit 

Department of Economics 

School of Business, Economics and law 

university of Gothenburg  

Sweden 

Po Box 640, SE 405 30 Gothenburg, Sweden 

visiting address: vasagatan 1, Building E 

Phone: + 46 31 786 10 00 

www.efdinitiative.org
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PubLICATIONs 2012
PEER REviEWED

Central America 
Alpízar, f. and Peter martinsson. 2012. “Paying 

the price of sweetening your donation- Evi-

dence from a natural field experiment”. Eco-

nomics letters (114) 182–185.

Blackman, Allen and maría A. naranjo. 2012., 

“Does Eco-Certification have Environmen-

tal Benefits? organic Coffee in Costa Rica”. 

Ecological Economics, volume 83, november 

2012, Pages 60–68.

hanawa Peterson, h., Barkley, A., Chacón-

Cascante, A. and Kastens, T. 2012. “The moti-

vation for organic Grain farming in the united 

States: Profits, lifestyle, or the Environment?” 

journal of Agricultural and Applied Economics. 

44 (2):137-155.

nordén, Anna. 2012. “Cash versus in-kind 

payments: A stated preference study on the 

relationship between payment and participation 

in payment for ecosystem services contracts”. 

To be submitted to Ecological Economics in 

january 2013.

Pfaff, Alexander and Robalino, juan. 2012. 

Protecting forests, biodiversity, and the climate: 

predicting policy impact to improve policy 

choice. oxford Review of Economic Policy 28: 

164-179.

Robalino, juan, and Alexander Pfaff. 2012. 

“Contagious Development: neighbors’ interac-

tions in Deforestation”. journal of Development 

Economics. 97 (2) 427-36.

Schlüter, A; Róger madrigal. 2012. “The SES 

framework in a marine Setting: methodological 

lessons”. Rationality, markets and morals, 3: 

158-179

China 
Xuehong Wang, jeff Bennett, jintao Xu & 

haipeng Zhang (2012): An auction scheme 

for land use change in Sichuan Province, 

China, journal of Environmental Planning and 

management, vol.55, no.10, December 2012, 

pp.1269-1288

Carlsson fredrik, m.Kataria, A.Krupnick, 

E.lampi, A.löfgren,P.Qin,and T.Sterner.2012.”A 

fair share: Burden-sharing preferences in the 

united States and China.” Resource and En-

ergy Economics 35(1):1-17

li, Wanxin and Duoduo li, 2012. Environmen-

tal information transparency and implications 

for green growth in China. Public Admin. Dev. 

32, 324-334 (2012). Published online in Wiley 

online library (wileyonlinelibrary.com) Doi: 

10.1002/pad.162

hoffmann, S., Qin, P., Krupnick, A., Badrakh, 

B., Batbaatar, S., Altangerel, E., and l. Ser-

eeter, 2012. The Willingness to Pay for mortality 

Risk Reductions in mongolia, Resource and 

Energy Economics 34 (2012) 493-513.

he, hui, and Xu, jintao (2012), Projection of 

Timber Supply and Demand Trends in China 

Based on an Econometric model, forest Prod-

ucts journal v61 n7:543-551

huang, Desheng, jianhua Xu, and Shiqiu 

Zhang (2012). valuing the health risks of 

particulate air pollution in the Pearl River Delta, 

China, Environmental Science & Policy, 15(1), 

38-47.

li, Wanxin, and Paul higgins. 2012. Controlling 

local Environmental Performance: an analysis 

of three national environmental management 

programs in the context of regional disparities 

in China. journal of Contemporary China. vol. 

22, no 81, 2013 (may).

Wei, j., D johansson, m hennlock and T 

Sterner, (2012) “The fossil Endgame: Strategic 

oil Price Discrimination and Carbon Taxa-

tion”, journal of Environmental Economics and 

Policy, vol 1, issue 1 (2012) pp. 48-69.

Ethiopia 
Di falco Salvatore, Gunnar Köhlin and mahmud 

yesuf, 2012, “Strategies to Adapt to Climate 

Change and farm Productivity in the nile basin 

of Ethiopia”. Climate Change Economics:3(2).

Bezu, Sosina and Christopher Barrett, 2012, 

“Employment dynamics in the rural nonfarm 

sector in Ethiopia: Do the poor have time on 

their side?” journal of Development Studies, 

48(9):1223-1240, 1 September 2012.

Balcilar, mehmet, Abebe Beyene, Rangan 

Gupta, and monaheng Seleteng, 2012, 

“‘Ripple Effects in South African house 

Prices”, urban Studies, oct 4, 2012, doi: 

10.1177/0042098012458551 .

Teklewold, hailemariam, 2012, “The impact 

of shadow prices and farmers’ impatience on 

the allocation of a multipurpose renewable re-

source in Ethiopia”, Environment and Develop-

ment Economics, 17(04):479-505.

Bezu, Sosina, Christopher B. Barrett, and Stein 

T. holden, 2012, “Does the nonfarm Economy 

offer Pathways for upward mobility? Evidence 

from a Panel Data Study in Ethiopia”, World 

Development, 40(80):1634-1646, 12 may 2012.

Worku, Genanew Bekele and Alemu mekon-

nen, 2012, “investments in land Conservation 

in the Ethiopian highlands: A household Plot-

level Analysis of the Roles of Poverty, Tenure 

Security, and market incentives”, international 

journal of Economics and finance, 4(6):32-50, 

june, 2012.

Kenya
Paul Guthiga, et al, 2012, “Averting biodiversity 

collapse in tropical forest protected areas”, 

nature, 13 September 2012, doi:10.1038/na-

ture11318

Kabubo-mariara jane (2013). forest-poverty 

nexus: Exploring the contribution of forests to 

rural livelihoods in Kenya. natural Resources 

forum. Article first published online: 22 jAn 

2013 | Doi: 10.1111/1477-8947.12003

Kabubo-mariara j. (2012). institutional isola-

tion, Soil Conservation and Crop Productivity: 

Evidence from machakos and mbeere Districts 

in Kenya. African journal of Social Scienc-

es.  2(3):1-26 

South Africa 
Bezabih mintewab and mare Sarr, 2012, “Risk 

Preferences and Environmental uncertainty: 

implications for Crop Diversification Decisions 

in Ethiopia”, Environmental and Resource 

Economics, 53: 483-505.

Brick Kerri, martine visser, and justine Burns, 

2012, “Risk Aversion: Experimental Evidence

from South African fishing Communities”, 

American journal of Agricultural Economics, 

94(1), 133-152.

 

Dikgang johane and Edwin muchapondwa, 

2012, “The valuation of biodiversity conserva-

tion 

by the South African Khomani San “bushmen” 

community”, Ecological Economics, 84, 7-14. 

Dikgang johane, leiman A. and visser m., 

2012, “Analysis of the plastic-bag levy in South 

Africa”, Resources, Conservation and Recy-

cling, 66, 59-65. 

Dikgang, j. and visser, m. 2012, “Behavioural 

Response to plastic bag legislation in 

Botswana”, South African journal of Econom-

ics, 2012, 80: 123-133 

muchapondwa Edwin and Thomas Sterner, 

2012, “Agricultural-risk management through 

community-based wildlife conservation in Zim-

babwe”, journal of Agribusiness in Developing 

and Emerging Economies, 2 (1):41 – 56

 

hasson Reviva, Åsa löfgren and martine visser, 

2012, “Treatment Effects of Climate 

Change Risk on mitigation and Adaptation 

Behaviour in an Experimental Setting”, South 

African journal of Economics, 80 (3), 415-430.

 

lewis, Sarah, jane Turpie and Peter Ryan, 

2012, “Are African penguins worth saving? The 

ecotourism value of the Boulders Beach 

colony”, African journal of marine Science, 1-8. 

muchapondwa, Edwin, harry Biggs, Amanda 

Driver, frank matose, Eric mungatana and 

Kelly Scheepers, 2012, “using Economic incen-

tives to encourage Conservation in Bioregions 

in South Africa”, journal of Sustainable Devel-

opment 5 (11), 118-129.

 

Sarr, mare and Tim Swanson, 2012, “Econom-

ics of iPR for Genetic Resources: north-South 

Cooperation in Sequential R&D”, international 

journal of Ecological Economics and 

Statistics, 26 (3), 67-82.

 

Snyman Sue, 2012, “Ecotourism joint ventures 

between the private sector and communities: 

An updated analysis of the Torra Conservancy 

and Damaraland Camp partnership, namibia”, 

Tourism management Perspectives, 4, 127-135.

 Snyman Sue, 2011, “The role of tourism em-

ployment in poverty reduction and community 

perceptions of conservation and tourism in 

southern Africa”, journal of Sustainable Tourism 

20(3), 395-416

 

Sterner Thomas, marion Damon, Gunnar Kohlin 

and martine visser, 2012, “Capacity Building to 

deal with Climate Challenges Today and in the 

future”, journal of Environment and Develop-

ment.

Tanzania
Schaafsma, m., S. morse-jones a, P. Posen , 

R.D. Swetnam , A. Balmford, i.j. Bateman, n.D. 

Burgess S.A.o. Chamshama, B. fisher ,R.E. 

Green, A.S. hepelwa, A. hernández-Sirvent, 

G.C. Kajembe,K. Kulindwa , j.f. lund, l. 

mbwambo,h. meilby, y.m. ngaga, i. Theilade, 

T. Treue, v.G. vyamana, R.K. Turner , 2012, 

“Towards transferable functions for extraction 

of non-timber forest Products: A case study 

on charcoal production in Tanzania”, Ecological 

Economics, EColEC-04246

Robinson, Elizabeth j.Z. and lokina, Razack 

B (2012) “Efficiency enforcement and Revenue 

trade-offs in Participatory forest management: 

An Example from Tanzania”, Environment and 

Development Economics. vol.17(01)  pp 1-20

Robinson, Elizabeth j Z., heidi j. Albers, 2012, 

“Samuelson and 21st Century Tropical forest 

Economics”, journal of natural Resources 

Policy Research vol. 4, iss. 3 (Check if funded 

by EfD)

Sweden 
Alem, y., and Söderbom m., 2012. household-

level consumption in urban Ethiopia: The effects 

of a large food price shock. World Develop-

ment, 40: 146-162.

Di falco, Salvatore, Gunnar Köhlin and mahmud 

yesuf (2012). Strategies to  Adapt to 

Climate Change and farm Productivity in the 

nile basin of Ethiopia. Climate Change 

Economics. 3(2).

Gebreegziabher, Zenebe, Alemu mekonnen, 

menale Kassie, Gunnar Köhlin (2012), urban 

energy transition and technology adoption: The 

case of Tigrai, northern Ethiopia, Energy 

Economics 34(2): 410-418,

Di falco, Salvatore, mahmud yesuf, Claudia 

Ringler and Gunnar Köhlin (2012), Estimating 

the impact of Climate Change on Agriculture in 

low-income Countries: household level 

Evidence from the nile Basin, Ethiopia, Environ-

mental and Resource Economics, 52(4): 457-

478.

Sterner, Thomas; Damon, maria; Köhlin, Gun-

nar; visser, martine. (2012) Capacity Building 

to Deal With Climate Challenges Today and in 

the future. journal of Environment & 

Development. 21(1): 71-75.

EfD DiSCuSSion PAPERS

Central America 
Blackman, Allen., maría A. naranjo, juan 

Robalino, francisco Alpízar and jorge Rivera, 

2012, “Does Tourism Eco-Certification Pay? 

Costa Rica’s Blue flag Program”, Environment 

for Development Discussion Paper Series 

november 2012. EfD DP 12-13

Ethiopia
Damte, Abebe, mintewab Bezabih, and Zenebe 

Gebreegziabher, 2012, “Contract Duration 

under incomplete land owndership Rights: 

Empirical Evidence from Rural Ethiopia”, En-

vironment for Development Discussion Paper 

Series, july 2012, EfD DP 12-09. Washington, 

DC: Resources for the future and Environment 

for Development.

hagos Dagnew, Alemu mekonnen, Zenebe Ge-

breegziabher, 2012, “households’ Willingness 

to Pay for improved urban Waste manage-

ment in mekelle City, Ethiopia”, Environment 

for Development Discussion Paper Series 

january 2012, EfD DP 12-06. Washington, DC: 

Resources for the future and Environment for 

Development.

Damte, Abebe, Steven f. Koch and Alemu 

mekonnen, 2012, “Coping with fuelwood scar-

city: household responses in rural Ethiopia”, 

Environment for Development Discussion Paper 

Series january 2012, EfD DP 12-01. Washing-

ton, DC: Resources for the future and Environ-

ment for Development.
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South Africa
mukanjari, Samson, Edwin muchapondwa, 

Precious Zikhali, Birgit Bednar-friedl, 2012, 

“Evaluating the Prospects of Benefit Sharing 

Schemes in Protecting mountain Gorillas in 

Central Africa”, Environment for Development 

Discussion Paper Series november 2012. EfD 

DP 12-16 

muchapondwa, Edwin, Kerri Brick, and martine 

visser, 2012, “Abalone Conservation in the 

Presence of Drug use and Corruption implica-

tions for its management in South Africa”, 

Environment for Development Discussion Pa-

per Series november 2012. EfD DP 12-15 

Brick, Kerri, Zoe van der hoven, and martine 

visser, 2012, “Cooperation and Climate 

Change: Can Communication facilitate the 

Provision of Public Goods in heterogeneous 

Settings?”, Environment for Development Dis-

cussion Paper Series november 2012. EfD DP 

12-14 

Kirchner, Carola, Paul Kainge, and johannes 

Kathena, 2012, “Evaluation of the Status of the 

namibian hake Resource (merluccius spp.) us-

ing Statistical Catch-at-Age Analysis”, 

Environment for Development Discussion Pa-

per Series october 2012, EfD DP 12-12. 

Dikgang, johane and Edwin muchapondwa, 

2012, “The valuation of Biodiversity Conserva-

tion by the South African Khomani San “Bush-

men” Community, Environment for Develop-

ment Discussion Paper Series September 

2012, EfD DP 12-10.

Tanzania 
Robinson, Elizabeth j Z., heidi j. Albers, 

Razack lokina, Guyslain ngeleza, 2012, “insid-

ers, outsiders, and the Role of local Enforce-

ment in forest management: An Example 

from Tanzania”, EfD Discussion Paper 12-07. 

Washington, DC: Resources for the future and 

Environment for Development. 

Robinson, Elizabeth j Z., heidi j. Albers, and 

Stephen l. Kirama, 2012, “The Role of incen-

tives for Sustainable implementation of marine 

Protected Areas: An Example from Tanzania”, 

EfD Discussion Paper 12-03. Washington, DC: 

Resources for the future and Environment for 

Development. 

oThER DiSCuSSion 
PAPERS

China
li, Wanxin and Graeme lang, 2012. making 

the Case for Environmental Education in China, 

Working Paper, Department of Public and 

Social Administration, City university of hong 

Kong, and Tsinghua university.

li, Wanxin, 2012. Advocating Environmental 

interests in China, Discussion Paper, Depart-

ment of Public and Social Administration, City 

university of hong Kong; Tsinghua Graduate 

School in Shenzhen.

Ethiopia 
Demeke, mulat, David Dawe, james Tefft, 

Tadele ferede, and Winnie Bell, 2012, “Stabiliz-

ing Price incentives for Staple Grain Producers 

in the Context of Broader Agricultural Policies 

Debates and Country Experiences”, ESA Work-

ing paper no. 12-05, September 2012.

South Africa 
Brick Kerri and visser m., 2012, “heterogeneity 

and voting: A framed Public Good 

Experiment”, ERSA working paper 298. 

Komba Coretha and muchapondwa E., 2012, 

“Adaptation to Climate Change by Smallholder 

farmers in Tanzania”, ERSA working paper 299.

Sweden 
Alem, y., hassen, S., & Köhlin, G. 2012. The 

Dynamics of Electric Cookstove Adoption: 

Panel Data Evidence from Ethiopia (under 

Review).

Alem, y., & Köhlin, G. 2012. life Satisfaction 

and household factors: Panel Data Evidence 

from urban Ethiopia, university of Gothenburg. 

(Revise and Resubmit)

Alem, y., Köhlin, G., & Stage, j. 2012. The 

Persistence of Subjective Poverty in urban 

Ethiopia, Department of Economics, university 

of Gothenburg (under Review).

Alem, y., Damte, A., Köhlin, G., & mekonen, A. 

2012. household fuel choice in urban Ethiopia: 

a Random Effects multinomial logit Analysis.

BooK ChAPTERS 

Central America 
A. nordén, u.m. Persson, f. Alpízar, 2012. 

‘incentives, impacts, and Behavioral issues in 

the context of Payment for Ecosystem Services 

programs: lessons for REDD+’. forthcoming 

in Globalization and Development: Rethinking 

interventions and Governance, A. Bigsten (Ed.), 

Routledge Press.

Ethiopia 
munir A. hanjra, Tadele ferede, 

A.narayanamoorthy and Richard j., Culas, 

2012, Global poverty: Definition and measure-

ment issues, in: Tavidze A. (ed.), Progress in 

Economics Research, vol. 26, nova Science 

Publishers, inc., new york, uSA.

Kenya 
Proceedings of AERC’s conference on Climate 

Change and natural Resources in Africa, 

volumes i & ii.

RESEARCh BRiEfS 

Central America 
Blackman, Allen., maría A. naranjo, juan 

Robalino, francisco Alpízar and jorge Rivera, 

2012, “Does Tourism Eco-Certification Pay? 

Costa Rica’s Blue flag Program”. EfD Research 

Brief 2012.

muñoz Brenes, Carlos, francisco Alpízar, Anna 

nordén y laura villalobos. 2012. “Consecuen-

cias imprevistas y efectos en el comportamien-

to de los mecanismos de selección de Pagos 

por Servicios Ambientales.” infoCATiE, Año 1 

(1) Agosto 2012. CATiE, Costa Rica.

madrigal, R. 2012. “managing rural water sys-

tems: keys to success”. Resources, 180:18-19. 

Resources for the future, Washington D.C.

Persson, u. martin, francisco Alpízar and Anna 

nordén,2012, “Realizing REDD+: what role for 

Payments for Environmental Services?”, focali 

Brief no 2012:02, Gothenburg.

Porras, ina, miriam miranda, David Barton, 

Adriana Chacón-Cascante, 2012, “Payments 

for environmental services in Costa Rica: from 

Rio to Rio and beyond”, iiED Briefing Papers, 

international institute for Environment and 

Development

naranjo, maría, villalobos-fiat, laura, 

muñoz, Carlos and francisco Alpízar, 2012, 

“metodología para la estimación de tarifas 

para los servicios no esenciales a concesionar 

dentro de las áreas silvestres protegidas”, EfD 

Policy Brief 2012.

Ethiopia 
Gebreegziabher, Zenebe, jesper Stage, Alemu 

mekonnen, and Atlaw Alemu, 2012, “Climate 

Change and the Ethiopian Economy”, EfD 

Research Brief Series 12-03, Environment for 

Development Ethiopia. http://www.efdinitiative.

org/centers/ethiopia/publications-projects/

research-briefs?uid=fc9062ec6b0d0512ff266e

c5a5e5c3be

Gebreegziabher, Zenebe, Alemu mekonnen, 

menale Kassie, and Gunnar Köhlin, 2010, 

“households Consider Diversity of Attributes in 

Their Decisions to Plant Trees”, EfD Research 

Brief Series 12-02, Environment for Develop-

ment Ethiopia. http://www.efdinitiative.org/cen-

ters/ethiopia/publications-projects/research-bri

efs?uid=5c8d677e479707d655be7fb359ff45ee

Tanzania 
Robinson, Elizabeth j Z., heidi j. Albers, 

Razack B. lokina and Stephen Kirama. 2012. 

“Success factors for pairing conservation with 

enhanced forest and fish-based livelihoods – 

lessons from Tanzania” EfD Policy brief. Dar 

es Salaam, Tanzania Environment for Develop-

ment Tanzania http://www.efdinitiative.org/

research/publications/publications-repository/

success-factors-for-pairing-conservation-with-

enhanced-forest-and-fish-based-livelihoods

Albers, heidi j., Elizabeth j Z. Robinson, 

Stephen Kirama, 2012 “managing marine pro-

tected areas through incentives to local people” 

EfD Policy brief. Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

Environment for Development Tanzania

Robinson,Elizabeth j Z., heidi j Albers, 

Guyslain ngeleza, and Razack lokina 2012  

“improving forest management in Tanzania EfD 

Policy brief. Dar es Salaam, Tanzania Environ-

ment for Development Tanzania

Robinson, Elizabeth j Z.; Albers, heidi j; 

lokina, Razack B.; and Kirama, Stephen. 2012. 

Protecting forests, protecting fish: Are there 

common lessons for protecting resources and 

resource-based livelihoods? Environment for 

Development Policy Brief

REsEARCH PROjECTs 2012/2013 
Below is a list of the research projects that 

were being conducted during 2012 in the six 

EfD centers. Detailed information on both EfD-

funded and other donors funded projects could 

be found on the websites of the centers. 

Central America 
Impact evaluation of the Payments for 

Environmental Services Program on 

welfare in Costa Rica 

EfD Theme: Policy design and forestry

Understanding the tradeoffs between 

planned marine conservation policies and 

artisanal fishing in key coastal areas of 

Costa Rica 

EfD Theme: Policy Design

Performance based payments for 

protecting turtles: understanding the 

conditions for its success.

EfD Theme: Parks & Wildlife and Policy Design

Impact of uncertainty and pro-social 

attitudes on household’s solid waste 

management decisions: starting from 

scratch in a lDC

EfD Theme: Policy design

Exploring the potential of safety nets as 

part of an adaptation to climate change 

strategy in Central America

EfD Theme: Socioeconomic dimensions of 

climate change

the role of coastal communities on the 

management of marine turtles in Central 

America: the case of ostional Wildlife 

Refuge

EfD Theme: fisheries & Parks and Wildlife 

measuring the effects of flood risk on 

migration flows: An application for Costa 

Rica

EfD Theme: Climate change

China 
An Experimental Analysis of Auctioning 

Subsidy for Carbon Emission Reduction: 

Evidence from China

EfD Theme: Climate Change, Policy Design

China’s Climate Change Policies: 

Competitiveness and Distributional 

Effects -- An Ex-post and Ex-Ante 

Analysis

EfD Theme: Climate Change, Policy Design

A behavior model of transport mode in 

Beijing

EfD Theme: Policy design

Automobile demand analysis in Beijing 

EfD Theme: Policy design

Ethiopia 
Profitability and Economy-wide Impact of 

Biofuel Investments in Ethiopia

EfD Theme: Agriculture 

local Common Property Systems in 

Ethiopia: An Empirical Analysis of the link 

between User Characteristics, Resource 

Characteristics and Institutional Regime 

EfD Theme: managing the Commons

natural Resources Degradation and 

Household Welfare in Rural Ethiopia

EfD Theme: Agriculture 

Determinants of farm Households’ Agro-

forestry technology Adoption in Ethiopia

EfD Theme: Agriculture and forestry

on Adaptation to Climate Change and 

food Security in Ethiopia

EfD Theme: Responses to climate risk
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Common Property forest management: 

Implications for REDD in Ethiopia

EfD Theme: forestry 

Impact of Biofuel Investment on 

Growth, the External Sector and Poverty 

Reduction in Ethiopia: CGE Analysis

EfD Theme: Agriculture

Review of local common pool resource 

management institutions in Ethiopia

EfD Theme: management of the commons

Kenya
Climate Change, food Security and 

Vulnerability in Kenya

EfD Theme: Climate Change

Data Collection for land Use Analysis

EfD Theme: forestry

Adoption of Solar Energy in Kenya

EfD Theme: Energy

Household Energy Conservation in Kenya

EfD Theme: Energy

Water Sector Reforms in Kenya: the 

Role of Institutions in Water Resources 

management 

EfD Theme: Policy Design

South Africa 
Assessment of dry-lands ecosystem 

services on Khomani San communal land 

and the possible implications

EfD Theme: Parks & Wildlife

Spatial economics of marine and coastal 

management: the South African recre-

ational line fishery

EfD Theme: fisheries

Poverty, resource scarcity, and climate 

variability: constraints to adaptation

EfD Theme: Climate change 

Risk and time Preferences among 

Western Cape fruit farmers

EfD Theme: Agriculture; Policy design 

Ambiguity Aversion in the Uptake of new 

farming Practices: Experimental Evidence 

from South Africa

EfD Theme: Responses to Climate Risk

Estimating optimal Conservation fees in 

the Presence of land Restitution in the 

Kgalagadi transfrontier Park between 

Botswana and South Africa

EfD Theme: Parks & Wildlife.

Value of protection and management of 

the South African coast

EfD Theme: Parks and wildlife

Evaluation of Dry-lands Ecosystem 

Services in the area surrounding the 

Kgalagadi transfrontier Park in South 

Africa

EfD Theme: Parks & Wildlife.

Tanzania 
the Impact of fertilizer on Cereal Crops 

Production and land Conservation in 

tanzania

EfD Theme: Agriculture 
Effects of Deforestation on household 

time Allocation among the Rural 

Agricultural Activities: Evidence from 

Central and Southern tanzania

EfD Theme: Agriculture, forestry and Climate 

changes

Group decisions over the allocation of 

REDD payments: A natural experiment 

from tanzania

EfD Theme: forestry, Climate Change, Policy 

Design

Investments, labor market participation 

and participatory forest management in 

tanzania 

EfD Theme: Common Property Resource man-

agement and enforcement

Improving the potential for successful 

implementation of REDD in tanzania

EfD Theme: forestry and Common Property 

Resource management

Assessing tanzania´s marine protected 

areas: Incentives, opportunities and 

constraints

EfD Theme: marine Resource and forestry

the Vulnerability of Households Welfare 

to Shocks in tanzania

Theme: Climate Change/Policy design

Pi: Adolf f. mkenda

 

land Conservation technologies 

Adoption and its Impact on Smallholder 

Agriculture in tanzania: A case study of 

REDD Implementing Areas

Theme: Agriculture

Pi:john mduma

 

Sustainable financing options of the 

climate change and climate variability 

adaptation measures by rural smallholder 

farmers in tanzania

Theme: Agriculture and climate Change

Pi:Aloyce hepelwa

EFD CEnTRAL AMERICA 

Research Program in Economics and Environment for Development 

in Central America. Centro Agronómico Tropical de investigacíon y 

Ensenanza (CATiE)

Dr. francisco Alpízar, Center Director 

Email: falpizar@catie.ac.cr

Phone: +506 558 2215 /2624

EFD CHInA 

Environmental Economics Program

Peking university 

Professor jintao Xu, Center Director

Email: xujt@pku.edu.cn

Phone: +86 10 62767629

EFD ETHIOPIA 

Environmental Economics Policy forum for Ethiopia

Ethiopian Development Research institute (EDRi/AAu)

Dr. Alemu mekonnen, Center Director

Email: alemu_m2004@yahoo.com

Phone: +251 11 5523564

EFD KEnyA 

Environment for Development Kenya

university of nairobi

E-mail: nyangena_wilfred@uonbi.ac.ke

Phone: +254-20-318262, ext. 28122

EFD SOUTH AFRICA 

Environmental Economics Policy Research unit

university of Cape Town

Anthony leiman, Center Director 

Email: mare.sarr@uct.ac.za

Phone: +27 21 650 2982

EFD TAnzAnIA 

Environment for Development Tanzania

university of Dar es Salaam 

Dr. Razack lokina, Center Director

Email: razack_lokina@yahoo.co.uk

Phone: +255 22 2410252Ethiopian Development 
Research Institute

EFD CENTERs AND PARTNERs
There are six EfD centers, hosted by universities or academic institutions in each respective country. 

For more information on each center, please contact the Center Director/Coordinator:

EEU, Environmental Economics Unit

EEu at university of Gothenburg, Sweden, has initiated the 

EfD initiative and acts as coordinator and secretariat. for more 

information please contact:

Associate Professor Gunnar Köhlin 

Director of EfD Program, university of Gothenburg 

Email: gunnar.kohlin@economics.gu.se 

Phone: +46 31 786 4426 

Professor Thomas Sterner 

Environmental Economics unit (EEu), university of Gothenburg 

Email: thomas.sterner@economics.gu.se

Phone: +46 31 786 1377

Karin Backteman, Communications officer

Environmental Economics unit (EEu), university of Gothenburg 

Email: karin.backteman@economics.gu.se

Phone: +46 31 786 25 95

Sida

Swedish international Development Cooperation Agency,  

provides the funding for the EfD initiative.

RFF, Resources for the Future

Rff in Washington DC, uS, is an important partner of the 

EfD initiative. Rff´s research fellows will work closely with 

their counterparts and Rff´s communications staff will help 

to disseminate the new centers’ research products. for more 

information please contact:

Senior Fellow Allen Blackman 

Resources for the future

Email: blackman@rff.org

Phone: +202 328 5073

Research nucleus on Environmental and Resource 

Economics 

universidad de Concepción

Professor Carlos Chávez 

Email: cchavez@udec.cl  

Phone: +56-41-2204503 

EFD PARTnERS



By providing policy instruments to manage scarce natural resources, 
environmental economists make a difference.
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EfD CEnTERS

Central America, China, Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania

PARTnERS

Sida, university of Gothenburg, Rff, universidad de Concepción


